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P

reface

Religious rites and traditions that have been passed down for centuries reflect the cultures of the past and need constant elucidation
in order to make them accessible to new generations.
This book, which outlines the practices and understanding of Poosari Ronnie Naidoo of Pretoria, an ardent scholar of Hinduism,
provides explanations and may be regarded as a manual of Tamil rituals.
Ritual procedures, set out step-by-step, are meant for people who wish to conduct their own ceremonies and streamline them to suit
modern times and needs.
Tamil formularies are among the most complex of holy rites because:
•

They include such a wealth of symbols and liturgies that it is easy to lose track of meaning and reduce them to magic and
superstition.

•

Practices are not identical though they conform to similar patterns. Procedures differ from place to place, temple to temple, home
to home and individual to individual.
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•

They were influenced by transplanation to South Africa and in

a new environment, practitioners worked from memory and practices
tended to remain fixed in the past and to resist change.
•

As the use of Tamil declined, the symbolism and meaning of
rituals became obscure.

•

NB:
Notes at the end of chapters:
Each note has a number after it. The number refers to the songs etc. in
the list of songs etc. to be found in the last chapter Songs and Prayers,
pages 99 to 118.

Being transplanted to a largely Christian context, the religion,
regarded as pagan and inferior, underwent modification.

This book is not for Tamils only but for all those who want a quick
grasp of Hinduism.

Muthal Naidoo
September 2004
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H

INDUISM

The term Hinduism is a modern term used to bring together the myriad practices of people who believe that God is within (athman,
soul) and the quest of each individual is moksha, liberation of athman from karmic (earthly) bonds and reunion with Brahman, the
Eternal, the Infinite, the Indescribable, the Ultimate Reality (God).
People called Hindus spend their entire lives searching for liberation from karma (action based on imperfect, worldly knowledge)
and samsara (the relentless cycle of reincarnation). Dharma (action detached from worldly considerations) allows them to break
the bonds of karma and samsara and find liberation in union with Brahman.
God in the Hindu religion is non-being therefore formless. God cannot be described and is referred to in many ways: the Eternal
Unconscious, Sanatana Dharma (Eternal Law), The Absolute Reality, The Ultimate Reality. All of these are summed up in the word
Brahman, an abstract conception that makes God inaccessible and remote. To bring God closer, Hindus have given form to what
they consider to be God’s attributes (power, knowledge, love, etc.). As these attributes are personified and given individual names,
they have become deities and intermediaries between the devotee and God. This understanding of God in multiple form is called
Saguna Brahman (God with attributes).
Since God’s attributes are countless, the religion abounds in deities. Statues of these deities, called murthis, make it possible for
devotees to relate to God. The proliferation of murthis gives the impression that Hindus worship idols and many gods but the murthis
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represent the manifold aspects of one God. God is like a vast ocean
with rivers flowing into it and tributaries flowing into them and streams
and rivulets flowing into them. The rivers, tributaries, streams and
rivulets are paths to the ocean. Similarly the various deities are paths
to God.

BRAHMAN AND THE GODS

Brahman (Paramathman), the Ultimate Reality
Nirguna
(Formless – without attributes)
Saguna
(With Form – having attributes)
Purusha/Prakrti
(Supreme Knowledge/Supreme Energy)
Male
Female

Brahma/
Sarasvathi

1

Shiva/
Shakthi

Vishnu/
Luxmi

(God is called Brahman and is not to be confused with Brahma.
Brahma is a deity representing the attributes of knowledge and
creation. Brahma is a member of the Trinity along with Siva and
Vishnu .)
Hindu deities usually come in pairs – a male and a female. Siva/
Shakthi, Vishnu/Luxmi, Brahma/Sarasvathi.
Muruga has two female counterparts, Velli and Devayanai.
Knowledge is the male principle and provides the
foundation of existence.
• Energy is the female principle and provides the will to act.
They are inseparable.
•

In the world, however, the male and female principles have become
separated and because of this separation, earthly reality is maya, a
lesser reality, an illusion of the absolute reality. It is not perfection.
Thus life on earth is a constant striving towards reunion of male and
female principles, knowledge and energy, Brahman and Athman,
a striving towards perfection. Each individual existence, athman,

Hinduism 4
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represents a separation from eternal existence, Brahman. The Athman, locked in our karmic
bodies, yearns for reunion with Brahman.
To achieve this union, the human being has to shed the Karmic hold that the body
(through the senses) places on the athman. This happens when the individual searches
for and finds spiritual knowledge, truth and enlightenment.
People who practise Yoga and Meditation understand that God is immanent and seek
within themselves for knowledge of Brahman and Moksha.
People who follow Vedic Hinduism, however, appeal to an external power and seek this
union through rites, rituals and unquestioning faith. Their liturgies are appeals to various
deities who, as intermediaries, help them to become one with God.
The most powerful of these deities are Shakthi, Siva, Ganesha, Vishnu, Sarasvathi and
Luxmi. Muruga and Marieamman (Shakthi) are of particular importance to Tamils in South
Africa.

T

he Gods — Saguna Brahman
(Incarnations of God’s Attributes)

Shakthi also known as
Marieamman (The Rain Goddess), Devi, Parvati (Mulaprakrti –Primordial energy), Durga, Kali
(Time – transience of life), Amba, Bhavani, Kalyani, Uma, Meenakshi, Kamakshi, Chamundi,
Kanya Kumari (the young virgin), Bhagavati, Jaganmata, Purani (all pervasive, all powerful cosmic
force), Parasakti, Rajarajeswari, Digambary Jagaddhatri (supporter and sustainer of the universe),
Shakthi
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Hinduism 5

Bhavatarani, Lalitambika.
Sarasvathi and Luxmi are often identified with Shakthi.
Depictions of Shakti standing over the body of Siva, her consort, signify that she is Prakrti
(Primordial energy), which emanates from Purusha (Omniscience). Siva represents nirguna
Brahman and Shakthi, saguna Brahman.
Siva (Shiva, Sivan) also known as
Sankara Mahadeva, Ardhanareeswara (embodiment of both male and female principles), Hara,
Mahadeva, Ghoratapasvin (terrible austerity), Triambaka/Trilochana (Three-eyed. He is omniscient.
Two eyes perceive the phenomenal world. The third eye represents transcendental knowledge.)
Rudra (Death. Presides over cremations. Cremation is the reminder of the impermanence of the
corporeal body), Virabhadra, Gangadhara (the river Ganga connotes immanent and transcendant
reality – Athman/ Brahman), Neelakanta (one with a blue throat – stained by the venom of a
serpent), Sabhapati (presiding deity of the assembly – all creation), Nataraja – Lord of the Dance
– movement of the spheres, Dakshinamurthi

Sivan (Siva, Shiva)

Ganapaty (the Elephant –headed Deity) also known as
Gananatha, Ganesha, Vigneswara, Vinayagar
Subrahmanya also known as
Shunmuga, Arumuga (Six faces), Kartikeya, Skanda, Senapati (commander of the army), Kumaran
(forever young and handsome), Guhan (indweller of the heart), Jnana Pundita (Store-house of
knowledge), Swaminatha (the son is the preceptor of the father), Vadivel, Murugan (Muruga/Murugan
is one of the chief deities worshipped by the Tamils in Pretoria)

1

Nataraja
Hinduism 6
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Mahavishnu (Infinitude)
Vishnu is blue like the ocean/sky indicating his infinitude – the blue of the sky/ocean denotes
vastness not colour.
Vishnu also known as
Hari, Adimulam (first cause of the universe through Mahaluxmi – Prakrti), Narayana (from Nara
– cosmos and ayana – resident. He is the resident of the cosmos that emanates from him), Perumal,
Ranganatha (Lord of the stage, arena, theatre, assembly, island, cosmos) Harihara (Vishnu/Siva
Vishnu and Siva are one).
Vishnu’s avatars (incarnations)
The avatars are symbolic of the evolutionary development of creation.
1. Matsya (the Fish incarnation)
2. Kurma (the Turtle – amphibious)
3. Varaha (Boar – land and water mammal)
4. Narasimha (Lion – land mammal)
5. Vamana (Dwarf – Hominid)
6. Parasu Rama (parasu – axe - toolmaker.)
7. Ramachandra (Rama – the model of human perfection)
8. Krishna, the Transcendent Reality, Ishwara
9. Buddha, self-realisation
10. Kalki, yet to appear, signifies the end of the present epoch
(He comes after the apocalypse)

Ganapaty
(the Elephant –headed Deity)

Only a few of the chief deities and some of their alternative names are given above. There are many,
many more. “All the gods are so many readings of the Saguna Brahman – God with attributes.”1
Vishnu
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Hinduism 7

They are part of transcendent reality and they too must merge with
Absolute Reality, Nirguna Brahman, and lose their individuality.
Theirs is also an existence that is maya, a lesser reality, an illusion
of ultimate reality.
Murthi
In ritual ceremonies, icons, images and pictures represent the
various deities. The statue is called a murthi.

H

indu Religions

There are many paths to God and the individual has the freedom
to choose her/his own religious path. That may include one or a
combination of the following:
1. VEDIC RELIGION
Ritual and sacrifice, as described in the Vedas, mainly in the
Brahamanas, constitute Vedic Hinduism, which focuses on ceremonies
such as the fire-raising ceremony (havan in Hindi/Gujarati or yegyim
in Tamil), poojay (prayers), flag raising, kavadi and other propitiation
ceremonies. These are performed at home or at the temple.
Hindu Ceremonies also include symbolic objects: coconuts, lamps,
incense, betel leaves and nuts, rice, lentils, seeds, fruit and colours,
all of which bring together the elements of fire, water, earth, air and
ether.
Symbolic cleansing forms the major part of every ritual and denotes
the purging of karmic elements. All ceremonies make extensive use
of fire and water as agents of purification.
All ceremonies include the consecration and offering of food and
all worshippers partake of the consecrated food to achieve spiritual
union with God.

1
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2. DEVOTION TO A PERSONAL GOD

4. STUDY OF RELIGIOUS TEXTS

This refers to the worship of Vishnu (Vaisnavism) or Siva (Saivism)
or Shakti (Shakthism) or Ayyapan as described in the Puraanaas and
other religious texts. Devotion to a personal God is Bhakthi worship
because it is dependent on the love of the devotee.

The Vedas, Ramayana and the Mahabaratha (which includes the
Bhagavad Gita) give guidance on dharma

Total love of God cleanses the devotee of ignorance (sin) and
circumvents the processes of karma and samsara. Most Tamils, seek
salvation through love of Marieamman, Muruga, Siva and Ganesha.

Devotion to a Master, Guru, Prophet, assists followers to find the
way to God.

5. GUIDANCE FROM A GURU

6. STUDY OF THE UPANISHADS (VEDANTA)
Thirunjanasambandar, who loved Lord Siva wrote songs in His
praise and in the Thiruvachakam, Manickavachakar expresses his
deep yearning to be united with Lord Siva, and his distress at not
being worthy.

The Upanishads are discussions about the nature of God and how
to reach God.
7. YOGA AND MEDITATION

Where the devotee loses her/his individuality and merges with God,
as represented by Siva, Vishnu or Shakthi, the union is non-dualisitc
(advaitism).
3. BHAKTHI WORSHIP
Bhakthi Worship, such as is practiced by those of the Hare Krishna
movement, focuses on love of Krishna. Total love leads to liberation.
Here the devotee does not seek to merge with God but remains a
separate, devoted and loving soul. This is dvaitism (dualism).

These are methods of disciplining the mind and body that lead to
intuitive union of athman and Brahman.
FORMULARIES
Hindus do not have a standard way of worshipping. Their religious
practices reflect regional, ethnic, language, individual and
philosophical differences.

1
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Scriptures
Hindus do not have one book such as the Bible or the Koran as
their Holy Book. They have many different scriptures such as the
Vedas, the Puraanaas, the Upanishads, the Ramaayana and the
Mahabharatha. In addition, Tamils have various books of hymns and
prayers and holy writings such as the Thevaram, Thirukurral and
Thiruvachakam. And there are many publications by Swamis and
Gurus – e.g. the writings of Swami Vivekananda.

represents transient reality (maya) and therefore cannot or do not
seek union with Brahman.
As most Tamilians in South Africa seek salvation through
rituals, this book is an attempt to provide a manual for religious
ceremonies.

To summarise:
One may reach salvation through:
• The ritual process: unquestioning faith in an external
power, rituals and concrete symbols.
• Total love and devotion to God represented by a particular
deity.
• Meditation: faith in one’s own power to merge with God.
Though there are different paths, all Hindus have an understanding of
karma and samsara. All believe in dharma as a means of overcoming
a karmic existence. And the quest of all Hindus, no matter what their
practices, is to escape the onerous cycle of samsara in order to
become united with God.
Only individuals, who remain tied to the ego, to individual
consciousness, are incapable of unquestioning faith and surrender
to God. Such individuals cannot or do not accept that the world

1
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A

YYAPAN WORSHIP

Ayyapan (Aiyanaar) worship began in Germiston in the 1950’s and in Pretoria in the 1970’s where the Pretoria Bhajanai Mandram was
established. The process of building a temple, The Ayyapa Kshetram, was begun in 2001.

The Ayyapa Puraanam (Legend)
The story of Ayyapa, involves the legends of :
1. Chandikadevi (Mahadevi, Shakthi, Durga,) who destroyed Mahishasura
Mahishasura, an arch demon, performed severe austerities to propitiate Lord Brahma and was rewarded with the gift that no male would
be able to destroy him. He became a tyrant and practised cruelties on Devas (Gods) in the celestial world and saints on earth. The
Devas appealed to Lord Shiva and Lord Vishnu who created Chandikadevi who, being female, was able to destroy Mahishasura.
2. Hariharaputhran who destroyed Mahisi (demoness with head and qualities of a buffalo).
[son of Lord Vishnu (Hari), in his female form as Mohini, and Lord Shiva (Hara)]
Mahishasura’s cousin, Mahisi, sought vengeance for the death of Mahishasura and performed severe austerities to Lord Brahma in
order to receive the boon that no one born of man and woman would be able to destroy her. Then she created greater havoc than
Mahishasura among the Devas and saints. Once again the Devas appealed to Lord Shiva and Lord Vishnu who produced the child,
Hariharaputran (Hari –Vishnu, Hara-Shiva, putran-son) who grew up as Manikanda, the son of King Rajesekhara Pandian, ruler of
Panthalam in Kerala, India. The King who was childless found Hariharaputran in a forest and adopted him. He regarded the child as a
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gift from God and named him Manikanda. When Manikanda was still
a young boy, the Queen gave birth to a son and after this wanted to
get rid of Manikanda to ensure that her own child would succeed to
the throne. The Queen’s ministers advised the Queen to claim she
was suffering with acute, incurable headaches that could only be
cured by tiger’s milk. Manikanda offered to obtain the milk and the
Queen and her ministers believed he would perish in the effort.

a multiple of 9 it represents perfection.
Festivals for Ayyapan worship are in January around the time of Thai
Poosam, but in some areas take place in June and November.

Manikanda went into the forest and the saints there appealed to
him to destroy Mahisi, the demoness who was inflicting the most
dreadful cruelties upon them. Not being the child of a man and
woman, Manikanda was able to destroy Mahisi with his bow and
arrow. His purpose on earth was thus accomplished but before
he dematerialised, he rode into Panthalam on a tiger, followed by
hundreds of tigresses (Devas in the forms of tigresses). He revealed
himself as Dharma Saastha (Dharma-Protector, Saastha-Ruler of
the Universe). The King, Queen, Ministers and all the people begged
his forgiveness. He shot an arrow into the forest and it landed at
the summit of Sabarimalai (Mount Sabari). The King promised to
build a temple there. Ayyapan Dharma Shaasta, (Hariharaputran,
Manikanda), then dematerialised. The King built the Holy
Pathineddu Padi temple, which faces East and has eighteen steps
leading into it.
The Number Eighteen
Eighteen has special significance for worshippers of Ayyapan. Being

2
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T

HE CASTE SYSTEM

Human beings are ruled by three Gunas (powers of nature) 1:
1. Sattva – calmness, the light and harmony of pure intelligence and goodness that lead to happiness and harmony.
2. Rajas – the fire and desire of mental energy and restless passion that lead to action and greed.
3. Tamas – the darkness of dullness and inertia that lead to ignorance, negligence and delusion.
The gunas combine in different ways in each individual human being and keep her/him earth bound. In the Bhagavad Gita, Lord Krishna
says: “There is nothing on earth or in heaven which is free from these three powers of Nature (gunas). An individual who reaches a
state in which s/he is detached from gunas, attains moksha (liberation from earthly bonds) and becomes one with Brahman.
The way in which gunas intertwine in each individual, gives rise to different personality types:
1. a brahmin type – ruled by sattva
2. a kshatriya type– ruled by rajas
3. a vaisya type – ruled by rajas
4. a sudra type – ruled by tamas
These personality types are related to human traits not social classes and refer to the predominant tendency of each human being.
We are all part-brahmin, part-kshatriya, part-vaisya, part-sudra, that is, we are all, in different degrees, seekers of knowledge, seekers
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of power, passionate, active, greedy and lazy. The extent to which
we are ruled by one of the gunas, determines whether we are mainly
brahmin, kshatriya, vaisya or sudra in character not occupation.

Notes
Adapted from: KRISHNA’S DIALOGUE ON THE SOUL, translated from the Sanskrit
with an introduction by Juan Mascaro, London: Penguin Books, 1962
2
KRISHNA’S DIALOGUE ON THE SOUL, P. 47
1

Unfortunately, the association of gunas with Brahmin, Kshatriya,
Vaisya and Sudra led to these being interpreted as occupations and to
the development of social classes based on work. Religious leaders
(Brahmins), political leaders (Kshatriyas), traders and craftsmen
(Vaisyas) and workers (Sudras) became designated castes and
each caste was associated with one particular guna. Sattva was
associated with Brahmins (Priests) who were set up as the highest
caste, Rajas with Kshatriyas (Rulers), the next in rank, followed by
the Vaisyas (Merchants and Traders). Tamas was associated with
Sudras (workers) who were regarded as low caste. These four
castes were further divided along clan and occupational lines and
social interaction between castes was eschewed. The system gave
rise to a fifth caste, the Untouchables, people who removed sewage
and waste. The caste system, which accords people value in terms of
their occupation, is rigid and inhumane and those who are regarded
as valueless are subject to cruel and barbarous treatment.
In modern South Africa, it is no longer possible to accept such
a system as the caste system as it is based on prejudice and
discriminates against human beings and dehumanises them. Such
attitudes and behaviours have been outlawed in our country.

3
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T

HE MARIEAMMAN TEMPLE: PRETORIA

The Marieamman Temple in Pretoria is the temple of Tamil-speaking people who came from Mauritius and South India. They began
arriving in the city from the late 19th century and were settled in the Asiatic Bazaar, one of three locations that made up the Marabastad
area.
In 1905, they established the Pretoria Tamil League (PTL), built a Tamil school on Cowie Street and worshipped in the Subramaniar
Temple, a little tin shanty at one end of the school yard.
In the 1920’s, the PTL undertook the construction of the Marieamman Temple on a plot on 6th street next to the home of Mr. G Krishnan
Pillay (Krishnanné), who took major responsibility for the project.
The temple was built over a period of twelve years, from 1928 to 1939.
The shrines were built first and as funds were accumulated other sections, such as the mandapam (open prayer hall/portico) with the
balipeedam (altar) near the entrance and the kodi (flagpole), were added. The gopuram (the entrance tower or gateway) was the last
to be built. G. Krishnan Pillay designed it and supervised its construction.
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Major renovations and restorations were made in 1958 and from 1989
to 1999. These improvements were consecrated in Khumba Abishegam
(consecration and dedication) ceremonies.
Murthis
The temple is dedicated to the Supreme Being (Brahman) in the form
of the Divine Mother, Marieamman (the Rain Goddess), also known as
Shakthi, Devi, Durga, Kali, Parvathy and by many other names.
An image (murthi) of Marieamman is enshrined in the cella (inner
sanctum) of the temple. Other murthis have been placed in mulasthana
(niches) leading to the inner sanctum.

Mandapam (open prayer hall)

There is a mulasthanam for Ganesha, the elephant-headed deity, eldest
son of Marieamman, who is invoked at the beginning of every ceremony
as he is the remover of obstacles and supplication to him is necessary
for a successful outcome.
In another niche are the murthis of Muruga and his two consorts, Velli
and Devayanai. Muruga, God of War and second son of Marieamman,
provides strength and protection. Muruga is characterised by the vel
(spear) in his hand and the mayil (peacock), his vahanam (vehicle). A
murthi of the peacock stands to one side of the mandapam.

In the precincts of the Marieamman Temple. The
gopuram rises in the background.

4
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PLAN OF MARIEAMMAN TEMPLE

Kalasa Finial

Seven Kalasas

Ganesha

Cella

Gopuram
(Entrance Tower)

Lotus Dome
Marieamman
Muruga

Mandapam
(Portico/Open prayer hall)

Mayil
(Peacock)
Balipeedam (Altar)

East

Kodi (Flagpole)

4
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The Marieamman Temple

17

The temple community was removed to Laudium in the nineteen-sixties
and seventies but the temple remains the place of worship for the
PTL.
Tamil people gather here for significant rituals such as Kavadi and
Garagam (rituals of supplication and penance), Pongal (harvest) and
various festivals to honour different deities and Tamil saints.
The temple was declared a national monument in 1982.

Kodi (Flagpole)

Balipeedam (Altar)

4
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R

ITUAL PRACTICE

In rituals, sacrifice is made to the deities represented by murthis, symbols and pictures
•

to propiate the gods

•

to gain their assistance in escaping karma which leads to samsara, the cycle of reincarnation.

PANJAANGGAM (Astrological Almanac)
Ceremonies must be conducted at auspicious times. People go to the poosari (priest) who consults the panjaanggam and determines
the time and date of a ceremony.

PURIFICATION
Purification is the main purpose of all rituals. Purification leads to enlightenment. In order to free the Athman for union with the eternal,
blissful, peaceful, formless existence of Brahman, the karmic body must be destroyed.
Purification (cleansing), which takes many forms during a ceremony, represents symbolic destruction of karma.
In rituals, fire and water are the main cleansing agents. Fire is present in lamps, burning incense and camphor and water is present in
brass vessels (sombu), brass sprinklers and in the immersion of objects.
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O

BJECTS USED IN RITUALS

a. Pillaiyar
This is a representation of Ganesha (the elephant-headed deity.)
The pillaiyar symbolises Ganesha as Ultimate (Absolute) Reality (MahaGanapati).
The pillaiyar is a small cone moulded from turmeric powder (munja, borrie). The yellow of the
turmeric symbolises enlightenment (Brahman). A grass stalk with three leaves/ branches is
inserted at the apex. The trifurcated grass stalk indicates the trinity – Shiva, Vishnu, Brahma.
The cone is decorated with one dot of kunkum (red decorative powder) to remind devotees of

Pillaiyar

Shakthi, the Mother Goddess and mother of Ganesha.
Ganesha is Nirguna Brahman. Shakti is Saguna Brahman. Together they represent the two
aspects of the Ultimate (Absolute) Reality, which, like flame and heat, cannot be separated.
b. Kalasam
The Kalasam is a brass pot placed on the left of the prayer area; always left of the Pillaiyar.
The kalasam represents Transcendent Reality (more than human but less than absolute) and is
therefore on the Left. In the same way, a woman is always on the left of her husband.

Kalasam and Coconut

The kalasam is placed on a banana leaf over rice sprinkled with munjathool (turmeric powder).
The turmeric is for purification and rice, the staple food of Hindus, is an oblation.
Mango leaves are placed at the mouth of the brass vessel and over these is a coconut.

5
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c. The coconut
The coconut is decorated with turmeric paste and kunkum. The coconut fibre represents karma
and has to be shaved off. Only the three eyes of the coconut are left covered. The three
Rice with Turmeric on which the Kalasam
is placed

eyes represent the trinity, Shiva, Vishnu, Brahma. They also remind devotees of Shiva whose
omniscience is represented by the third eye in the middle of his forehead.
The coconut represents the individual ego with the athman enclosed within. The coconut milk/
water represents maya and must be thrown away.
When the coconut is broken the athman is released and united with Brahman/Paramathman. It
signifies that God is within you. Just after each coconut is broken during the ceremony, the poosari
(priest) or officiator removes the coir that still covers the three eyes and God is symbolically
revealed. At the beginning of the ceremony, the devotee is searching for God and at this moment,
s/he finds God. The flesh of the coconut is eaten to achieve communion with God.

Kunkum

d. In front of the Pillaiyar and Kalasam are the symbols of fertility (betel leaf with a nut, a banana)
and grace (a flower).
The Betel Leaf and Nut represent female fertility: woman and offspring
The Banana represents male fertility.
The Flower’s fragrance represents God’s grace and the ineffable quality of Brahman.

The Banana

5
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e. Symbols of purification
i. thoobekal: a small clay vessel (two lamps joined together) for saambraani
(lobhan) which, when lit, produces the smoke that cleanses the area (to rid it of
contamination, negative influences)
ii. sombu: brass water container. Each devotee sprinkles water with the
fingertips
iii. vibhuthi: ashes. (Horizontal stripes of ash drawn on the forehead indicate
a devotee of Lord Siva)
f. Kamatchi/Luxmi Villaku (lamp)

Thoobekal

Kamatchi/Luxmi other names for Shakthi. Luxmi is the goddess of good fortune
and wealth. The lamp, which represents the individual, is a receptacle of oil as each
individual is the receptacle of God (athman). The wick of the lamp (thiri) is pointed
and represents meditation. The lamplight represents knowledge of God – seeing
God Immanent.
g. Woothebathi (incense sticks)
These represent the five senses, which lead to karma and must be burned away. (If
there is no incense holder, the sticks may be stuck into the two bananas.)
h. Yegyo (The fire container.)

Kamatchi/Luxmi Villaku

In the old days, a small area enclosed with stones formed the fireplace and altar.
In homes today, a container, filled with twigs and bits of plank, is used for the fire.

5
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Ghee (clarified butter) is usually poured over the wood to help it catch alight.
i. Netrpori/havan samagri
(special wooden particles – sandalwood and other fragrant wood chips from India – and sesame
seeds mixed with ghee.)
The priest and members of the family, throw balls of netrpori/havan samagri into the fire container at
the appropriate time to raise the purifying fire.

Vibhuthi

j. Tal (Sesame seeds)
Tal has a connection to Lord Siva and is important at funerals and ceremonies for the deparrted.

Woothebathi

5
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ACTIVITIES COMMON TO ALL PRAYERS
i. Lighting of lamps, saambraani, camphor and incense sticks
ii. Prayers and songs
iii. Deeparathanay
iv. Drawing a stripe of vibhuthi across the forehead
v. Consumption of consecrated food

Yegyo

Deeparathanay; The two hands as one, hold the
thaambaalim and turn it clockwise before the icons and
lamp.

5
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H

OUSEHOLD PRAYERS

Hindus generally perform most of their religious ceremonies at home and go to the temple only for big festivals. Daily prayers, as well
as ceremonies for special occasions, are conducted in home shrines. A shrine may be a small prayer area in one of the rooms, usually
the lounge or dining room, or a special prayer room.
The prayer area or room, has the following:
•

murthis or pictures of deities, garlanded.

•

a Kamatchi/Luxmi lamp decorated with turmeric paste and kunkum. The lamp is filled with oil and has a wick

•

incense sticks

•

a thoobekal with saambraani

•

a thaambaalim with camphor

•

a sombu with water

•

Containers with vibhuthi and kunkum

For special prayers the following items are brought in:
•

Book of Rituals.indd

coconuts – shaved and decorated with turmeric paste and kunkum,
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•

betel leaves and nuts, bananas and flowers

•

food to be consecrated

PROCEDURES
•

The lamp is lit.

•

The saambraani and camphor are lit.

•

The family, beginning with the head of the household, performs
deeparathanay, sprinkles water and then draws horizontal stripes of
ash across the forehead.

•

On special occasions like Deepavali and Purrattaasi, a coconut is
turned in the smoke of the saambraani and the flame of the camphor
for purification.

•

Prayer area in a living room.

The head of the household (always male) breaks the coconut and
places the halves on either side of the lamp.

•

Food is consecrated and eaten. Consecration of food requires
deeparathanay.

The lamp is lit every evening as the sun goes down. There must always be light
in the home. Light symbolises the presence of Brahman.

6
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N

AMING A BABY

•

When a baby is born the parents go to the poosari with the exact time, day and date of the baby’s birth.

•

The poosari consults the panjaanggam to identify the planets that control the destiny of the child.

•

The poosari gives the parents the sounds with which the baby’s name must begin.

PREPARATION
•

Kolcuttè: Soji—semolina cooked to form a dough. Three little lamps are moulded out of the soji. They are filled with oil and
a wick is put in each one.

•

Raw clean mung dhal soaked overnight, strained, dried, and made into a syrup is poured over raw white rice.

THE CEREMONY
•

The soji lamps are lit and allowed to burn. At the end of the ceremony these lamps will be given to women who cannot
conceive, as a blessing to overcome sterility.

•

A few grains of the raw rice in mung syrup is given out to the congregation of women to eat (probably as protection against
sterility)

•

Book of Rituals.indd
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leaf, banana, flower, woothebathi and a sombu of water for
sprinkling. The granny sets out the baby’s clothes before
these items and deeparathanay is performed to bless
them.
•

The baby is dressed and set down before the pillaiyar etc.
and blessed with deeparathanay.

•

A brass dish is filled with water, mixed with a pinch of lime
juice and turmeric, for protection from the evil eye.

•

The granny holds the baby over the dish and sprinkles
water from the dish over the baby and gives the baby its
name.

7

•

Then many songs of blessing are sung.

•

Consecrated food is consumed.

Dressing the baby

Naming a Baby 28
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HE PUMPKIN CEREMONY TO BLESS A CAR

In this ceremony, the pumpkin represents a sacrifice and when it is broken, the seeds, which represent the evil eye, are scattered and
their influence is dissipated.
The car may be blessed at home or at the temple. For the ceremony the car must face east. If that is not possible, then north.
Requirements:
•

A pumpkin,

•

items for deeparathanay (pillaiyar, thoobekal, thaambaalim, betel nut, betel leaf, banana, woothebathi, vibhuthi, kunkum),

•

garland,

•

five lemons or four lemons and a coconut

•

camphor

PREPARATION
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•

Demarcate pandal (sanctified area) around the car by placing and lighting camphor near each wheel.

•

Place a lemon next to each wheel.

•

Place deeparathanay items in front of car.
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Mark the windscreen and steering wheel with vibhuthi and

Each of these actions represents a form of cleansing – getting

kunkum

rid of evil influences. The whole ceremony represents a blessing,

•

Place garland on windscreen wipers or grille of car.

protection against misfortune.

•

Place a block of camphor on the pumpkin.

•

Notes
Prayer to Ganesha (No 11)
Gayatri Mantra (No 1)
3
Om Tryambakam (No 2)
1

THE CEREMONY
•

2

The poosari cuts lemon (or breaks coconut) and sets
halves alongside pillaiyar.

•

Prayers first to Ganesha (pillaiyar)1, followed by the Gayatri
Mantra2 and Om Tryambakam.3

•

The poosari, then the owner, then others, perform
deeparathanay at the front of the car.

•

Circumambulation of car, three times. The poosari leads
the way. The owner follows behind carrying the pumpkin
with lit camphor on it. On the first round, the poosari lights
the camphor at each wheel. The poosari recites the prayer
to Ganesha on the first round, the Gayatri Mantra on the
second and Om Tryambakam on the third.

•

After the third round, the pumpkin is hurled to the ground
and broken at the front of the car.

•

The poosari takes the thoobekal into the car and fills it with
smoke. He does the same with the thaambaalim.

•

The lemons that are beside the tyres are now set in front of
the tyres.

•

8

The owner of the car drives forward crushing the lemons.

Pumpkin ceremony at Laudium Temple
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Y

EGYIM (HAVAN, YAGNA)

Raising the Fire (Havan, Yegyim, Yagna), being a ritual of purification and cleansing, is probably the most important of the rituals and
is often the main part of a ceremony.
Fire has form (we can see it) and is formless (we cannot contain its
shape). It represents the ultimate reality, Brahman or Paramathman
that is both formless (nirguna) and has form (saguna).
Fire brings light (enlightenment) that dispels darkness
(ignorance).
The fire ceremony or yegyim is used to purify, sanctify and
to dispel negative influences. It is performed to sanctify a
home or a place of work or a place where a ceremony is to
be conducted. The yegyim is adapted in small ways to suit
ceremonies as different as funerals and weddings. The
yegyim invokes the blessing of a particular incarnation of
A Yegyimin at an Optometrist’s Rooms.
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PANDAL
(Consecrated Prayer Area)

RIGHT

LEFT

(For Ganesha)

(Murthis [icons] for the Particular
Deity – optional)

Pillaiyar on a banana leaf

Kamatchie/Luxmi Villaku with wick

Kalasam on rice on a banana leaf

Coconut

Incense holder with 5 sticks of woothebathi

Coconut in kalasam

Betel Leaf & Nut

Container with wood

Betel Leaf & Nut

Banana

Small containers with netrpori (havan

Banana

Flower

samagri)

Flower

Thoobekal with saambraani
Thaambaalim with camphor
Sombu
Vibhuthi

9
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T

In the ‘Raising the Fire’ ceremony, both Nirguna and Saguna

HE CEREMONY

Brahman are symbolically acknowledged. The Pillaiyar represents
Ganesha in his Absolute Form as Nirguna Brahman. The Kalasam
represents Saguna Brahman in the transcendental form of a deity.
Icons or pictures of the deity are often placed next to the Kalasam
16 sombus along the sides demarcate the square. They symbolise
purity because they contain water. In the old days, the prayer area
would have been on a riverbank. In modern times, the sombus
represent the river and its cleansing power. Each sombu has mango
leaves at the mouth over which there is a lemon. The lemon is a
symbol of purification because it has cleansing power. The mango

PART ONE :
Obeisance to Ganesha represented by the Pillaiyar.
All ceremonies begin with propitiation of Ganesha, the remover of
obstacles, to ensure a successful outcome.
The officiator, chanting the Gayatri Mantra1:
•

Lights the lamp and five incense-sticks. The light of the
lamp represents God. The five incense sticks represent the

leaves are for decoration.

senses, which hold us to the world and karma. In burning
the incense, karma is destroyed.
•

Lights the saambraani and camphor and turns the coconut
in the smoke of the saambraani and the fire of the camphor
in order to sanctify it.

•

Breaks the coconut symbolising the union of athman and
Brahman. He tears the coir off the three eyes of the coconut
to reveal God. The coconut milk/water (representing maya,
worldly reality) is thrown away. One half of the coconut is
set before the pillaiyar and the other before the kalasam.

•

Prays2 to Ganesha before the pillaiyar. The officiator
begins the ceremony by invoking the blessing of Ganesha
(Maha-Ganapati, Vigneshwara, Vinayagar) the remover of
obstacles. The prayer is accompanied by the showering of

9
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flower petals and by mantras of praise (potri). The officiator
then performs deeparathanay with the thoobekal and then
the thaambaalim and sprinkles water from the sombu
three times. (Three is not a magical number. It symbolises
the trinity Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva). Deeparathanay is for
purification.
•

Prostrates himself before the pillaiyar to demonstrate his
humility before God.

•

PART THREE: Raising the Fire
With the preliminary invocations completed, the yegyim proper begins.
This involves raising the fire that will purify and sanctify the premises.
Everything is accompanied by the officiator’s chanting of prayers.
•

The prayers include Namasivaya Vazgha4.

•

The officiator recites all of the potri mantras – 108 of them
– invoking the blessings of all the different deities so that

Marks his forehead with vibhuthi (ash) to symbolise

the place, being sanctified, will be truly blessed. Also, it

his devotion to Lord Siva (Destroyer of Karma). Ashe

takes a while to raise a good fire and that is why there are

symbolises the transience of life and is an exhortation to
do as much good (dharma) as possible during one’s life to
break out of samsara and merge with God.

PART TWO:
Obeisance to the Deities represented by the Kalasam
•

so many potri mantras.
•

usually close family members, sit around the fire container.
The officiator is on the left in line with the pillaiyar.
•

fire. The container has been prepared beforehand with bits of
wood and ghee (clarified butter).
•

kalasam
•

samagri into the fire as they chant ‘potri’ (hail) after the

but he chants prayers and mantras appropriate to the
(praise verses), the rest of the group joins in and performs
deeparathanay and sprinkling of water.

9

When the recitation of the potri mantras begins, the
people sitting around the fire, throw balls of netrpori/havan

He repeats the process performed before the pillaiyar
deities being invoked. When he begins the potri mantras3

As he prays, the poosari gives the one whose yegyim it is, a
block of camphor to light and throw into the yegyo to start the

The officiator then invokes the specific deity/deities
whose guidance is being sought. He does this before the

The officiator and the people involved in the ceremony,

poosari chants the mantra.
•

When the potri mantras are concluded and all the netrpori/
havan samagri has been thrown into the fire, the yegyo (fire
pot) is put aside.

Yegyim 34
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PART FOUR : Conclusion - Hymns and consecration of food
To the accompaniment of the Gayatri Mantra5 sung by the officiator
•

Prasadum (consecrated food, offering, sacrifice, oblation) is brought in
and put in front of the Pillaiyar and Kalasam.

•

The officiator takes the coconut from the kalasam and turns it in the
smoke of the thoobekal and flames of the thaambaalim. He then breaks
the coconut, throws away the milk/water and removes the coir from the
three eyes of the coconut. God is now fully revealed. The officiator places
the two halves of the coconut in front of the pillaiyar and the kalasam.

•

The officiator performs deeparathanay to bless the food. Each individual
in the gathering performs deeparathanay, beginning with the devotee who
is the main participant in the yegyim (yagna, havan).

•

Final prayers – Vazhga,6 Kalapizhaiyum7, Vive Sages8.

•

Each one has a bite of the prasadum (blessed food) which is
communion.

•
Yegyim at the Marieamman Temple before Garagam
Prayers

The priest, with the smoking thoobekal, and the main participant with
the thaambaalim, go into every nook reciting prayers and carrying the
purifying smoke throughout the premises.

•

The remaining prasadum is given away to outsiders.

•

The burnt netrpori/havan samagri is buried on the premises in the four
corners of the building or in the garden or in a flowerpot when there is no
garden. This is to ensure prosperity/and or fertility.

•

Traditionally the pillaiyar was thrown into a river to melt away and become
one with Brahman again. To suit modern times, it is broken up and water
is poured over the pieces to melt them away.
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NOTES
1
Gayatri Mantra (No 1)
2
Prayer to Ganesha (No 11)
3
Potri Mantras (No. 8)
4
Namasivaya Vazhga (No 5)
5
Gayatri Manra. No. 1,
6
Vazthu (No 9)
7
Kalapizhaiyum (No 7)
8
Vive Sages (No 10)
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AVADI & GARAGAM
Kavadi and Garagam, traditional temple festivals, are
performed twice a year.
Chithra Paruvam Kavadi is held in Chitiraimatham (Chithirai
month, April14 – May14, the first month of the Tamil year)
Thai Poosam Kavadi is held in Thaimatham (Thai month,
January 15 – February 12, the tenth month of the Tamil
year)

A Kavadi procession at Melrose Temple in Johannesburg

The yegyim, performed to sanctify the place where a
ceremony is conducted, is not needed at temples as these
places have already been consecrated. Nevertheless, the
yegyim seems to have become standard practice at temple
ceremonies in South Africa.
Hoisting the Flag
In India, Poosaris hoist the flag ten days before kavadi or
A Garagam procession at the Marieamman Temple in Pretoria
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beforehand or perform other ritual cleansing ceremonies. Flag hoisting is simply
a way of giving notice of the coming event. In South Africa, however, flag hoisting
has become a ceremony. Ten days before kavadi or garagam, the flag is blessed
and hoisted while the congregation sings kirtans (hymns). The ceremony marks
the beginning of a ten-day fast.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN KAVADI AND GARAGAM PRAYERS
The procedures for Kavadi and Garagam prayers are similar but there are a few
significant differences.
The prayers are to different deities–Kavadi to Muruga and Garagam to Shakthi/

Muruga with Velli and Devayanai

Marieamman.
Kavadi prayers are offered on different days from Garagam Prayers. Kavadi is
during Chithiraimatham (April) and Thaimatham (January-February). Garagam is
on Good Friday and in Adi Matham (July/August) usually during the time of the
full moon.
For Kavadi prayers, a supplicant carries a kavadi (wooden arch) on her/his
shoulder. For Garagam prayers a supplicant carries a garagam/kalasam (pot) on
her/his head.
In Kavadi prayers, there is abishegam—bathing of the murthi with the milk carried
on the kavadis. Then the murthi is dressed by the Poosaris.

7

Mariammnan
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Muruga

K

In Garagam prayers, there is no abishegam. The murthi of Shakthi is

AVADI PRAYERS

fully dressed and decorated before the ceremony. On stands in front
of the deity are trays of fruit, sweetmeats and chillibites.
The food eaten after each ceremony is different.

Dedication
Kavadi is a sacrificial ceremony performed to propitiate or give
thanks to Lord Muruga.
Kavadi
The Kavadi is the little decorated wooden arch carried on the
shoulder as a form of penance. The kavadis are covered with syringa
leaves and flowers and two sombus filled with milk hang from the
under bar.
Other forms of penance and devotion during Kavadi include fire
walking, piercing of the flesh with needles and spears, drawing a
decorated cart with hooks implanted into the flesh of the back. Some
Tamils consider these to be extreme forms of penance and do not
believe in or practice them.
Purpose
Supplicants carry kavadi when they or members of the family suffer
illness and/or misfortune and require healing.
They vow to carry kavadi for a set number of years, usually three or
five years:
•

to express gratitude for the recovery

•

to ensure that they, or the loved one for whom they are

7
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making this sacrifice, will be healed,
•

that the healing process will not be reversed.

THE RITUAL PROCESS OF KAVADI PRAYERS
•

On the day of the kavadi, people gather at the
temple.

•

The proceedings begin with the usual prayers to
Ganesha, remover of obstacles.The murthi of Muruga
placed on a pallet carried on the shoulders, is at the
head of the procession of devotees.

•

The Poosaris bless the kavadis. They perform

A supplicant carrying the kavadi on his right shoulder. The picture on the kavadi is the
person on whose behalf the supplicant has taken the vow. Notice the sombu hanging
from the bar.

deeparathanay. The area is sprinkled with munja
water (water mixed with turmeric).
•

Once the kavadis have been blessed, the procession
walks around the temple three times. People sing and
chant hymns to Muruga as they walk.

•

The congregation follows the Poosaris into the
temple. The Poosaris take one of the sombus
containing milk from each kavadi and perform
paalabishegam (paal –milk, abishegam— ritual
A penitent pulls a decorated cart hooked into the flesh of his back.

bathing)

7
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Paalabishegam: The Poosaris pour the milk over the image
of Muruga. This is to consecrate the milk and give it healing
power. The milk is collected, poured back into the sombus
and returned to the people who drink it themselves if they
are the ones who are or have been afflicted and require
healing or they give it to members of the family who need to
be healed.
•

After the abishegam, the Poosaris wash down the
image and then clothe it.

•

The Poosaris perform deeparathanay while the
people continue singing.

•

Once deeparathanay for the murthis of Muruga,
Ganesha, Shiva, Shakti has been completed,
the proceedings are concluded with appropriate
prayers.

The Melrose Temple in Johannesburg. The decorated murthi of Muruga leads the
procession into the temple precincts.

•

People sit down to a meal of rice and pulley dhal
(yellow lentils cooked in tamarind) or pulley curry
(mixed vegetable curry cooked in tamarind).

•

People make donations in kind or cash to the
temple.

7
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G

ARAGAM PRAYERS

Dedication
Garagam prayers are offered to Shakthi/Marieamman, the rain goddess of South Indians. Originally
they were for protection against small pox, cholera and other contagious diseases.
The Garagam
Garagam is the brass pot that is carried by supplicants. The pot is also called a kalasam. It is decorated
with turmeric powder, kunkum, syringa leaves and yellow flowers. A coconut with lemons on sticks is
set in the mouth of the pot.

Mariammnan (Shakthi)

The garagam (kalasam) contains water or milk. This water/milk is not used for abishegam but is
consecrated through the performance of the ritual.
THE RITUAL PROCESS OF THE GARAGAM
•

Gathering of supplicants and relatives and friends at the temple. Supplicants have their
garagams on their heads.

•

Prayer to Ganesha.

•

Blessing of the garagams

•

Circumambulation of the temple with the murthi of Shakthi at the head of the procession
accompanied by songs of devotion

7

•

Deeparathanay in the temple accompanied by hymns.

•

Closing prayers.

•

Eating the blessed food. The food offered at Garagam prayers consists of kanji and cabbage.

Kavadi & Garagam 42
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Garagam

Kanji is a thick sour porridge made from rice powder and rice.
In South Africa, it is made from mealie meal. The porridge is
eaten with cabbage, pumpkin and lemon pickle.
•

Dismantling garagams. Pooja and clearing away all items of
the ritual.

In the old days, on the Tuesday following the Garagam, there was a
small pooja (prayer ceremony) at which sweet-rice was offered. After
the pooja everything was removed and disposed of in a river.
Because it is no longer convenient to come back to the temple on the
The murthi of Marieamman can barely be seen under the garlands

Tuesday after the ceremony, this pooja is now held immediately after
the garagam on the Sunday and everything is cleared away on the
same day.
After the ceremony, the water from the garagam is given to the sick.
The water, garlands and lemons that have been part of the ritual are
taken home; the garlands are placed by the lamp in the home shrine and
the lemons are for normal household use.

Supplicants at the Marieamman Temple in Pretoria, circumambulating the
temple
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Deities of the Navagiragam
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N

AVAGIRAGAM

(Nava-Nine, Giragam-Planets or Deities symbolising the Planets. Navagiragam prayers are held for nine consecutive Saturdays).
These are prayers to diffuse the harmful influences of seven planets and the eclipses of the sun and the moon. (Seven planets + 2
eclipses, each represented by deities, therefore, 9 deities to be propitiated).
The planets give us the days of the week. Jnayirrukhizamai (Sunday), Thingalkhizamai (Monday), Sevaikhizamai (Tuesday),
Budhenkhizamai (Wednesday), Vyazhakhizamai (Thursday), Vellikhizamai (Friday), Sanikhizamai (Saturday).
The giragams (deities representing planets) are housed in a sanctuary at the temple.
In the old days, not many people performed the navagiragam prayers. These prayers to allay superstitious fears are not given much
credence by religious scholars.
A person who feels s/he has gando (bad luck), goes to the Poosari to consult the Panjaanggam. The Poosari looks in the book to
confirm that there is bad luck. The Poosari then recommends that navagiragam prayers be done.
The person has to fast for nine Saturdays (or a day specified by the Poosari).
The Poosari conducts the prayers every Saturday. On the ninth Saturday, he makes the big pooja.
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HE BIG PRAYER ON THE NINTH SATURDAY/OTHER
SPECIFIED DAY

PROCEDURES
1. IN THE TEMPLE
Prayers: First to Ganesha, remover of obstacles.
Requirements: Archanay (Offerings that go into the temple)
Coconut, camphor, woothebathi, saambraani, betel nut and leaf, fruit,

Sanctuary for Giragams at Laudium Temple.

flower/garland
2. IN THE SANCTUARY FOR THE NAVAGIRAGAM
Prayers: to the nine deities of the Navagiragam.
Requirements: Coconut, oil, 2 lemons, milk, sour milk, honey,
panj’amartham (juice of five fruits), woothebathi, rosewater, santhanam,
vibhuthi, kunkum, 10 betel leaves, 10 betel nuts, 10 bananas, 10 flowers,
saambraani, 9 coins, 9 ribbons, camphor, yelle dhal (sesame seeds)
wrapped in a black cloth, 1 medium clay container, charcoal blocks.
Abishegam

11

•

Wash murthis with water

•

Rub oil on murthis

Navagiragam at Marieamman Temple
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•

Rub lemon on murthis, then wash with
water

•

Wash first with milk, then sour milk, then
honey, then panj’amartham

•

Wash off with water

•

Pour rosewater over murthis

•

Decorate

with

murthis

santhanam,

vibhuthi, kunkum
•

Tie appropriate coloured ribbons on
murthis

•

The Navagiragam: Murthis are set out in a pattern of squares

Before each murthi, place a betel leaf,
betel nut, banana, flower, camphor,
woothebathi and coin

•

Soak yelle in white cloth in oil in medium clay
container

At East end of Navagiragam
Place coconut, betel leaf, betel nut, banana, flower,
clay container with white cloth, thoobekal with
saambraani, thaambaalim with camphor, sombu
with water.
The Prayers
•

The Poosari lights a charcoal block.

•

When it is hot, he throws saambraani
over it and says a prayer as he turns the

DIAGRAM OF NAVAGIRAGAM
4
BUDHAN

6
VELLI

2

SUNTHIRAN

(Wednesday)
Green
Mung Dhal

(Friday)
Light Blue/Pink
Lima/Butter
Beans

(Monday)
White/Pastel Blue/
Green/Pink
Basmati Rice

5
VYASHAN

1
SURYAN

3
ANGIRAN

9
KETU

7
SANI

8
RAHU

(Thursday)
Yellow/Orange/ Gold
Kadalay
(chick peas)

(Eclipse of the Moon)
Yellow
Horse gram dhal

(Sunday)
Red
Wheat

(Saturday)
Dark blue/Black
Yelle (sesame seeds)

(Tuesday)
Red
Red/Pink Dhal

(Eclipse of the Sun)
Yellow, gold, Red, Orange
Black gram dhal
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coconut in the smoke. Then he breaks the coconut as he
recites a prayer.
•

The Poosari makes deeparathanay before all the murthis
– first with thoobekal, then with thaambaalim. Then he
sprinkles water.

•

He chants prayers to the Navagiragam beginning with
Jnayirru (Suryan) (Sun God, Sunday). He takes the
thaambaalim with the lighted camphor and walks around
the navagiragam. The supplicants follow him.

•

The Poosari then lights the yelle (black cloth with sesame
seeds) and gives it to the supplicant (if it is a family of

Meaning: “Oh Lord Siva, you that make everything move, we can
do nothing without you. If I pray to you, how can the planets touch
me.”
The song points out that true devotion comes from the heart and if
supplicants wish to make an offering, they should do so out of love
for God and not out of superstitious fear.
The Navagiragam is considered to be a ceremony that is performed
out of superstitious fear.

supplicants, to the head of the family) who takes it around.
•

They repeat this eight more times taking each murthi in
the proper order. After Jnayirru comes Thingal (Santhiren/
Chandra - Moon God, Monday), and so on.

•

When they have completed the prayer to all nine, they
make deeparathanay before the deities and prostrate
themselves. The Poosari sings a song from the Thevaram
called Veyuru tholi Pungam to accompany this part of the
proceedings.

•

After all prayers have been chanted, the supplicants
prostrate themselves before the navagiragam.

•

They make a fire and circumambulate it three times reciting
a prayer to Lord Siva.

•

11

The Poosari explains the song Veyuru tholi Pungam.
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C

ALENDAR OF TEMPLE FESTIVALS

(KG Moodley’s book, Worer Wulagam Worer Kadavul: One World One God, which provides detailed information on the Saints and various
religious festivals and ceremonies, is the main source of information in this chapter.)
CALENDAR
The ceremonies are listed according to the months in which they occur, beginning with Chitirai, the first month in the Tamil Calendar
Powrnami/Paruvam/Pooram (the waxing, brightening moon à full moon) represents light, knowledge of God and is auspicious. Amavaasai ( the waning,
darkening moon àleading to the darkest night before the new moon) represents darkness, ignorance, and is inauspicious, a time for propitiation of gods,
especially of Amman)
CHITIRAI (1st month) mid-April – mid-May
+14 April

THAMIL PUTHAANDU (TAMIL NEW YEAR) (Puthu – New, Aandu –Year )

Full Moon
+16 April

CHITRA PARUVAM KAVADI

See Chapter on Kavadi and Garagam.

Good Friday

GARAGAM

See Chapter on Kavadi and Garagam

26 April

Guru Poojay1

Thirunavukkarasar

05 May

Siva Soobramaniam

Prayer Book
VAIGASI (2nd month) mid-May – mid-June
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Full Moon
+12 June

Vaigasi Visagam*

A festival for Lord Muruga when people carry kavadi and celebrate Valli Kalyanam (the marriage of
Muruga and Valli).
Also a festival for Alwar (Vaisnavite) Saint Nammalwar whose birthday is celebrated as Garuda
utchavam.

14 June

Guru Poojay

Cekkilaar (Serkizhaar)

15 June

Guru Poojay

Thirugnanasambandar
AANI (3rd month) mid-June – mid-July

4 July

Guru Poojay

Manickavacagar

+6 July

Aani Uthiram*
(12th Star)

Festival for Meenakshi (Amman)
AADI (4th month) mid-July – mid-Aug

In the old days, new brides were sent home to their mothers in this month as it was believed that Aadi was not a good month in which to conceive a child. In
India, Aadi represents a turbulent month because of monsoons etc.
New Moon
+28 July

AMAAVASAI
(New Moon)

Amaavasai, the darkest night of the moon is of special significance to Amman worship. Festivals, the day
before the new moon (amavaasai), are held every month in parts of India.
Amman = the Mother Goddess (Marieamman, Shakthi, Durga, Kali etc.)
It is also a celebration of Andal, one of the twelve Alwars (Vaishnavite saints and scholars)

5 August

Guru Poojay

Sundaramoorthi

+8 August

VARALAKSHMI VIRADAM
(Viradam = Vow, Fasting)

Varaluxmi (vara=boon, wish) showers devotees with wealth and happiness and they give thanks to her
for gifts of body, mind and spirit. A special song “Aadhi-lutchmee Devikku” indicates that Luxmi enters
a home when a garland is hung over the doorway and the lamp is lit. A red string is tied on the wrist for
good fortune.

12
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Full Moon
+11 Aug

AADI POORAM (Pooram =
Full Moon)
GARAGAM PRAYERS
(Porridge Prayers)

A celebration of Andal, incarnation of Bhoodevi, Mother Earth. Andal is one of the twelve Alwars
(Vaishnavite Saints)
Marieamman is the Mother of Rain. During a measles/small pox epidemic, Marieamman is said to have
assumed human form and dressed in yellow came to minister to people. She applied turmeric paste to
the skin and covered it with syringa leaves. She fed people with mealie meal porridge. Temple festivals
(“porridge prayers”) to honour Marieamman in her role of curing the sick, are held annually. Mealie meal
porridge is cooked, consecrated and consumed by congregants at the end of the ceremony. (See chapter
on Kavadi and Garagam.)
AAVANI (5th month) 18 Aug –16 Sept

+20 August

KRISHNA JAYANTHI
(JANMASTHAMI)

This is the celebration of the birth of Lord Krishna. Krishna was born on the 8th day of Aavani. Lord
Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita (Song Celestial) advocated dharma (detached action i.e. action performed
because it is right and good). For eight days preceding the celebration devotees are involved in in-depth
discussion of the teachings of the Gita.

Fourth day
after the new
moon
+ 31 Aug

VINAYAGAR CHATHURTHY

On the 4th day after the new moon in the month of Aavani, devotees make offerings to Vinayagar
(Ganesha, Vigneshwara, Mahaganapathy), also known as Vallalaar (the bounteous one), to receive his
grace and various spiritual and artistic gifts. This festival became an important means of resisting British
rule in the 19th century. In India, it is a day when murthis are taken to the sea and immersed in water to
the accompaniment of dancing, singing of devotional songs and drumming.

14 days from
Sept to Oct
during the
waning of
the moon
(amavasai).

MAHALAYA PATCHAM
(Pitr Paksha)

It is a time to honour one’s ancestors. The fourteenth day is Mahalaya amaa-vaasai (new moon).
Prayer services are conducted in memory of deceased family members. Families stand facing the sun,
pour yellan thuneer (water mixed with sesame seeds) over their hands and throw it in the four cardinal
directions. This is to help departed souls rest in peace.
Food is distributed amongst the poor.
PURATTAASI (6th month) mid-Sept – mid-Oct

12
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Fasting occupies the month of Purattaasi. On the five Saturdays of the month, prayers at home or at the temple are dedicated to Lord Venketeswara
(Vishnu). The third Saturday is the most significant and prayers are usually at the temple. Sacra-satham (rice cooked with milk, sugar, raisins and almonds),
pulley-satham (savoury rice cooked with tamarind) and kadlè (brown chickpeas, boiled and fried with mustard seeds) are consecrated and eaten.
The legend that led to this custom is from the Puraanas. Lord Vishnu deserted by Luxmi descended to earth and sat down to pray for her return. He became
totally absorbed in prayer, neglected to feed himself and was unaware of the anthill forming around him. When he was completely enclosed, Brahma and
Siva came down to rescue him. They took the forms of a cow and calf and provided him with milk. He emerged from the anthill only to find that he had made
enemies of the local king and several other powerful people and it took some time before his troubles were over. During Purrattaasi, Tamils fast to identify
with Lord Venketeswara’s sufferings, which symbolise the sufferings of poor people.
The original need to abstain from meat was practical rather than religious. During the monsoons in India, many animals die in floods. In the olden days,
people ate the polluted meat of these animals and many died. To put a stop to this, priests gave abstinence from meat a religious significance (the story of
Venketeswara) and that gave rise to the custom of fasting during Purrattaasi.
The Day after
the new moon
+ 26
September

NAVARAATHRI
(Nava = nine, Raathri =
nights)

These are ceremonies of Amman Worship that begin on the day after the new moon and last for nine
nights. The first three nights are dedicated to Amman in the fearsome form of Shakthi/Kali/Durga whose
fierceness purges the evil in human beings. The second three nights are dedicated to Amman as Luxmi
who blesses us with good fortune. The last three nights are dedicated to Amman as Sarasvathi who
graces us with divine knowledge. Thus the nine-day cycle of Navarathri begins by purifying the individual,
then blesses her/him and finally gives her/him the means to find God.

+4 Oct

SARASVATHY POOJAY

This concludes the Navaraathri Festival. Sarasvathi, the Goddess of Education, who holds a book in one
hand, prayer beads in another and a veena (musical instrument) in the second pair of hands, guides the
devotee to moksha. This is a day to give thanks to her.

+5 Oct

VIJAYA DASHAMI /
DUSSEHRA/DURGA POOJA

Vijaya Dashami is the day that follows Navaraathri. It is a celebration of the triumph of good over evil
-- the victory of Rama over Raavana. In Northern India there are Ram Lila recitations recalling the life
of Rama. Effigies of Raavana, stuffed with firecrackers, are blown up. In other places, murthis of local
deities are paraded to the accompaniment of music (pipes and drums). The day before Vijaya Dashami
(on Maha-navami Day), Ayuddha Pooja is celebrated and all weapons, tools, musical instruments,
technical equipment and machinery are decorated, blessed and worshipped.
In Bengal, the festival is called Durga Pooja, and is a four-day celebration during which icons of Durga
are worshipped.

5 October

Guru Poojay

Ramalingum
AYPASI (7th month) mid-Oct – mid-Nov

25 Oct

12

K. Gowri Viratham

A festival dedicated to the Mother Goddess preceded by a 21-day fast. After the ceremony people tie
yellow strings on their wrists for protection from gando.
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09 November

Guru Poojay

Thirumuular

DEEPAVALI (DIVALI, DIWALI ) -- THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS is celebrated during Aypasi. The date is not fixed and the festival occurs between the
end of October and the beginning of November.
Deepavali is the celebration of:
1. The victory of good over evil when Krishna defeated Naragasuran
2. The return of Rama, Seetha and Luxman from Lanka where Raavana, who had abducted Seetha, was defeated.
The celebrations include the worship of Luxmi, goddess of wealth, lighting of lamps and all kinds of firecrackers.
KAARTHIGAI (8th month) mid-Nov – mid-Dec
This is a six day festival which
begins on the sixth day after the
new moon
(+ 17 Nov)

KANDHAR SAASHTI (SKANDA
SAASHTI VIRATHAM) Skanda is
another name for Muruga

This festival celebrates the victory of Lord Muruga over evil forces symbolised
by three Asuras (Demons), the brothers Thaaragasuran, Simhamugan and
Surapadman. Their mother forced them to do penance to Lord Siva and
after many years, he granted them boons, which they, influenced by an
Asura guru, used for evil purposes. They gained control over the Devas
(Gods) and ruled the universe. Brahma, Vishnu and Indra appealed to Lord
Siva for help. A divine spark from his forehead produced Kandha (Skanda,
Muruga, Kartikeya) who became the Commander of the army of the Devas.
With his weapon the vel (spear) energised by Mother Shakthi, he led the
Devas against the Asura armies and in five days defeated all the asuras
with the exception of Surapadman, who could change his form at will and
escape his attackers. On the sixth day, Surapadman assumed the form of a
tree and Muruga hurled his vel, split the tree in two and one half became a
rooster, which is the emblem on his flag, and the other half a peacock, the
vehicle on which he rides.
The Asuras are symbolic of evil and the Devas of good. The battle in this
story depicts the struggle between good and evil within us. The Asuras
are not destroyed but brought under control. Muruga sits on the peacock,
which represents the ego, and his emblem, the rooster, is a sign of moral
vigilance.

12
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The day of the full moon
+7 Dec

KARTHIGAI DEEPUM/THIRUANNAMALAI
VILLKEEDU

11 Dec

SIVA SUBRAMANI

Saivites honour Lord Siva and Vaisnavites honour Lord
Vishnu on this day.
There are two myths connected with this festival.
The first myth refers to a quarrel between Brahma
and Vishnu about who was more powerful. Lord Siva
appeared as a pillar of light and set them the task of
finding the ends of the pillar. Neither succeeded, both
realised their folly and begged for forgiveness.
The second story is the story of Skanda Saashti (see
story above).
The day is celebrated as a Festival of lights.
Kuthuvillakus and agals are lit on this day.

Festival dedicated to Lord Muruga (The Flawless Gem)

MAARGAZHI (9th month) mid-Dec – mid-Jan
Maarghazi is the month of pilgrimage and devotees visit temples in different parts of the country to worship at the shrines of the various deities. In the Transvaal,
there are usually no weddings in this month.
+3 Jan (11th day of waxing moon)

VAIKUNDA EKADASI

This is a festival for Vishnu and celebrates the ceremonious opening of the
gates of heaven that allows devotees to enter. Vaikuntha = home of Vishnu.

+3 Jan (11th day of waxing moon)

ARUDRA DARESHANAM

Dedicated to Siva, whose murthi is viewed.

+7 Jan

NATARAJA THIRUATHIRAI

Dedicated to Lord Siva as Nadaraja (Lord of the Dance i.e. Creation)

THAI (10th month) mid-Jan – mid-Feb
+14 Jan

12

PONGAL
Pongal is a three-day festival celebrating the end of the harvest.
The word, pongal, is derived from pongu, which means to rise like boiling milk and swell like cooked rice, and
symbolises the joy of a good harvest. For this ceremony, rice is boiled in milk, ghee and sugar – pongu satham.
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+14 Jan

The first day of pongal, known as Surya Pongal, is dedicated to the sun (Suryan), which has made the harvest possible. Homes and work
places are cleaned and decorated. People begin the day with the ceremonial oil bath (they anoint their bodies with fragrant oils before they
wash.)
After the family has bathed, the pongu satham is prepared in new utensils, decorated with turmeric powder, kunkum, santhanam and
coloured cotton threads. As the boiling milk rises to the top of the pot, they chant Pongalo Pongal and carry the pot into the house. Then
there are prayers after which the celebration continues with feasting and exchange of gifts.
The second day of Pongal is Madu (Ox) Pongal, when people give thanks for farm animals and implements. These are paraded down
streets amidst great merry-making that continues all day.
The third day of Pongal is Kanni (Girls) Pongal dedicated to young girls who are honoured for the roles they will play as mothers in the
future. The celebrations on this day include dancing and singing. Girls take part in folk dances.

Ten days before
the full moon
(+ 25 January)

FLAG HOISTING FOR
KAVADI

Ten days before the Kavadi ritual, a flag is hoisted at the temple to give notice of the event so that people
can begin prayers and fasting from this day to prepare them for carrying kavadi

On the day of
the Full Moon
(+ 5 February)

THAI POOSAM* KAVADI

Dedicated to Lord Muruga (Kartikeya, son of Shiva and Parvati)
(See Chapter on Kavadi and Garagam)
MAASI (11th month) mid-Feb–mid-March

+ 6 March

MAASI MAKAM*
(10th Star )

On this day, deities are taken round in procession to water (rivers, sea, lakes, tanks etc.) and abishegam
is performed. It is a festival sacred to Lord Muruga

12
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Amavasai day
of Maasi
+ 18 February

MAHA SIVARAATHRI (The Great Night of Siva)
This ritual requires devotees to fast and sacrifice sleep in order to win the Lord’s grace. At dawn devotees begin with the oil bath. They
fast throughout the day and keep vigil during the night. They do not eat or sleep for twenty-four hours. At three hourly intervals (four times)
during the night, priests perform abishegams for the Sivalingams, make offerings of flowers and food and perform deeparathanay. The
congregation sings songs to honour Lord Siva, chants the manthra, Na Ma Si Va Ya and reads verses from Saivite literature such as the
Thiruvachagam.

Full Moon
(Late Feb-Early
March)

Holi

A spring festival of fun and laughter. People celebrate by throwing coloured powder and squirting
coloured water over one another and exchange sweets.
PANGUNI (12th month) 14 March –12 April

+30 March

SRI RAMA NAVAMI

This is the celebration of the birth of Lord Rama on the 9th day of Panguni and on this day the wedding
of Rama and Sita is recreated. For 9 days before the celebration devotees fast (abstain from meat
and animal products) and read the story of Rama from the Ramayana. Rama’s attributes are love,
compassion, devotion to duty and dharma.

+4 April
Uthiram is a
Star

PANGUNI UTHIRAM*
(12th Star)

Panguni Uthiram is celebrated as the wedding day of the gods and in Murugan temples continues for 10
days. In South Africa, some temples celebrate it as a day for renewal of vows.

7 April

Guru Poojay

Kaaraikal Ammaiyar

Good Friday

GARAGAM PRAYERS

See Chapter on Kavadi and Garagam

Kaarthigai Viratham. These occur once every month and require fasting and prayers for Muruga.

Notes
1
All guru Poojays indicated in this calendar are dealt with in the chapter entitled “Guru Poojay.”
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T

amil Literature and Religion 1

Tamil literature is one of the major sources from which an understanding of Tamil history and religious traditions has been derived.
Literary history is divided into five periods:
1.

SANGAM (Academy) 100BC – 300AD

Three sangams of the time approved literary texts.
Heroic Poetry
This was a time of wars and battles between various kingdoms (poetic texts identify three: Chera, Chola and Paandiya) and
independent chieftaincies and the literature exalted warriors. Worship of fallen heroes was widespread. A nadukal (stone) was planted
with decorations of peacock feathers, spears and shields and naravam (an alcoholic libation) was offered.
The predominant poetic theme was maram (valour) and celebrated the life and deeds of Muruga, the handsome warrior-hero god
whose weapon was the vel (spear). Muruga is also the subject of akam (love) poetry. Young women, mad with love for him, lost interest
in their lovers and indulged in Veriyadal (ecstatic dancing). Only propitiation of Muruga could cure their obsession.
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There were five different regions in Tamizhnad each with its own deity.

Very influential at this time were the Puraanaas (legends and myths

The god of the hilly region was Muruga. Other gods were Mayon/Mal,

of the Gods) and the epics.

the deity of the forest, and Korravai, the hideous goddess of arid and
wasteland. But Muruga is regarded as the Tamil God.
2.

POST-SANGAM 300AD to 600AD

Bhakthi worship led to:

•
•

the development of Saiva and Vaisnava movements
popularisation among Tamils of the vedic (Brahminical) religion,
based on the caste system

Literature deals with aram (dharma)

•

Early epics of this period are Sillapadikaram and Manimegalay.

Religious syncretism (merging of Brahminical and Tamil icons
and beliefs):

− the identification of Muruga with Skanda/Kartikeya, the son

The main purpose of literature was reformation of society and this
is when Thiruvalluvar wrote, the Thirukkural, the most outstanding

of Siva.

− the identification of Korravai with Uma, Siva’s consort. She

literary work in Tamil.

became Muruga’s mother

3.

− the identification of Mayon with Vishnu

BHAKTHI (DEVOTION) 600 AD to 1200 AD

•

Worship at Temples. Many temples were built and provided

The Pallava and Pandiya Kings ruled in the early part of this

venues for music, dance and drama. Pilgrimage to temples

period. The Chola Empire became powerful in the latter half.

became accepted practice.

The combination of literary themes from the sangam period gave

Among the best-known Saivite writer-saints of the Bhakthi

rise to a new form. Akam (love) poetry was combined with puram

period are Thirunavukkarasar (Appar), Thirugnanasambandar and

(heroism and generosity of warriors) and God became the object of

Manickavacagar.

love and the devotee became the lover/hero-worshipper. Worship
was passionate and personal and sought divine grace. The devotee

Viasnavite writer-saints are known as Azvaars (Alwars). There were

was filled with a sense of unworthiness and devoted her/his life to

12. Namaazhvar was the most important and some refer to his works

praise and worship of God.

as the Tamil Vedas.
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During this period, in addition to divisions created through Bhakthi
Worship (Saivism, Vaisnavism etc.) Hinduism, Buddhism and
Jainism were also contending for the hearts and minds of Tamil
people and that led to the growth of polemical (argumentation based
on different ideologies) literature.
4. THE AGE OF RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHY 1200 – 1800 AD
This is the period influenced by Buddhist and Vedantic philosophy.
Writings were in Sanskrit and did not have a major impact on Tamil

5. THE MODERN PERIOD
Tamils have come under the influence of major religions, Christianity,
Judaism, Islam. Some have converted.
In India, there seems to be a renaissance of Dravidian culture and
some Tamils are reaching back to the roots of Dravidian religion. The
Sangam period is being hailed as the Golden Age of Tamil Literature
and the Thirrukkural as the essence of Tamil culture.

people. Ramanuja, a Vaishnavite and renowned Sanskrit scholar,
who drew inspiration from Vaishnavite Bhakti literature and the
Puraanaas, gained the support of the Telugu Nayak Kings.
In the 13th and 14th centuries, the 14 works of Saiva Siddhanta
philosophy became popular.

The Saiva Siddhanta literature

includes the Sivagnanapótam, the Agamas and the 12 Thirumurai
(writings of Thirunavukkarasar et al, considered to be the chief Tamil
scriptures.)
In this period, the development of many schools of thought led
to conflict. Saint Thaajumaanavar (18th Century) and Iraamalinga
(19th Century) tried to reconcile the different factions and founded
Notes
Adapted from: A. Velluppillai. Religious Traditions of the Tamils. 1996.
haran@soho.ios.com

societies for religious harmony.
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G

URU POOJAY

Celebrations of the lives of Tamil saints and scholars whose writings provide moral and spiritual guidance.
Date

Saint

BOOK

+7 April

KARAIKAL AMMAIYAAR

ANTHATHI 11th Thirumurai (Anthathi is a verse form)

26 April
Chithirai Sadayam*1

THIRUNAAVUKKARASAR
(Appar Swamigal)

THEVARAM. (4th, 5th, 6th Thirumurais1)
Thevaram means “Garland of sweet songs offered to God.”
When he was a young man Thirunavukkarasar turned from Saivism to Jainism and then
back to Saivism. When the Jains discovered that he had deserted them they tried to burn
him in a lime kiln, poison him, trample him and drown him but his faith in Lord Siva protected
him. The Jain king realised he was a saint and became a Saivite. Thirunavukkarasar wrote
many songs and poems dedicated to Lord Siva in the THEVARAM, the 4th, 5th and 6th
Thirumurais.

7th Century

15 June
Vaigasi Moolam*

THIRUGNANASAMBANDAR
7th Century
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THEVARAM. (1st, 2nd, 3rd Thirumurais) Sambandar, a young boy who died at the age of
sixteen, dedicated his life to Lord Siva, performed many miracles in his name and composed
songs and hymns that form part of the Thevaram.
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4 July
Aani Magham*

MAANIKAVACAKAR
7th Century

THIRUVACAGAM (“Sacred Utterance”)
Maanikavacakar began his life as Chief Minister to a King and on a mission to buy horses,
was converted to Saivism. He was punished in many ways by the King but miraculously
survived the attempts on his life. The King realised that Maanikavacakar was under the
special protection of Lord Siva. Maanicavacakar then travelled about spreading the
gospel of Lord Siva. His many songs in praise of the Lord were captured in two books,
Thiruvacagam and Thirukorvay (which is believed to have been transcribed by Lord Siva
himself.)

No Festival

ARUNAGIRINAADHAR
15th Century

THIRU-PUGAZH (Holy Utterances of Muruga’s Renown)
Although Arunagirinaadhar became a scholar of the Thevaram and Thiruvacagam, he lived
a dissipated life as a young man and when his sister refused to continue to support his way
of life, he tried to commit suicide but was saved by a Yogi who told him to sing the praises of
Lord Muruga. He spent several years worshipping Lord Muruga in silent meditation. After
he had received God’s grace, he wrote the Thiru-Pugazh, a book of 1311 songs, dedicated
to Lord Muruga.

5 August
Aadi Swatham*

SUNDARAMOORTHI
(meaning of great beauty)

THEVARAM (7th Thirumurai) THIRUPPATU
Sundaramoorthi was brought up in the court of a king. When a marriage was arranged
for him, Lord Siva appeared as an old Saivite Saint, stopped the wedding and enabled
Sundaramoorthi to live his life as a sage and a disciple of Lord Siva. When he married, he
became blind but his sight was restored to him when he continued his work as a saint. He
performed a miracle when he restored to life, a young boy who had been swallowed by a
crocodile. He sang the Thiruthondar Thogai, which told of the lives of many saints and
formed the basis of the Periya Puranam. His songs and hymns form part of the Thevaram.

also called
THAMBIRAAN THOR-ZHAN
(Companion of God)
8th Century

14
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7 March

THIRUVALLUVAR
1st Century BC

THIRUKKURAL or KURAL (Kural from Kural Venba, a term for one of four kinds of Tamil
verse – a couplet with 7 words, four in the first line and 3 in the second.) The Kural has 133
chapters. Each Chapter has 10 kural venbas i.e. verses or couplets.
Not much is known about Thiruvalluvar, author of the Thirukkural. It is believed that
he was born at Mylapore, the district of peacocks, near Madras, a centre for religious
and cultural studies. Apparently, he was a weaver. Valluvar was a practical man who
placed emphasis on the “householder”2 and living a good life in this world. He valued
aram (virtue), porul (wealth), inbam (joy). He did not write about veedu (salvation).
Kural 50 says: A householder who leads an ideal life in this world has earned the right to
live in the heavenly abode of God.3 The Kural is the most revered ethical and moral treatise
among Tamils and is greatly admired by scholars from other parts of the world.

No Festival

KAVI SOOBRAMANI
(BAARADHIYAAR)
Born 11 December 1882
Died 12 September 1921

Soobramani was a poet who by the age of eleven won the title of Baaradhi (learned person).
His poetry inspired resistance against British colonialism, a spirit of nationalism and pride
in the Tamil culture. He became an activist and was jailed for instigating political activity
against the British in the Madras area. He was also aware of the suffering of Tamil people in
other parts of the world. He did not believe in the caste system. In his song “Wodi Vilayadu
Papa” he says, “O dear child, do know that there are no castes. It is a sin to talk of high class
and low class families. The truly great people are those who are blessed with a sense of
justice, a heightened conscience and a loving heart.”4

14 June

CEKKILAAR (SERKKIZHAA)
PERUMAL

PERIYA PURANAM (Great Book- the 12 th Thirumurai) records the lives of the 63
Naayanmaar Saints. 26 of them wrote songs in praise of Lord Siva. The Periya Puranam
begins with the prayer “Woolegelaam”2 which is an invocation to Nadaraja. Cekkilaar
Perumal used Sundaramoorthi’s Thiruthondar Thogai as the basis for The Periya Puranam.
The Periya Puranam was published in the 13th c/14th c.
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End of January/Beg
of February

Union with Brahman – end of Jan/
beginning of February

THIRU ARUTPA (Sacred Songs)
Ramalinga came from a learned background. His brother, Sababathy, was a lecturer in
religion and a Tamil teacher. Once when Sababthi fell ill, Ramalinga took his place and his
lectures on the Periya Puranam made him famous. He established several religious and
educational institutions and wrote six thirumurais (sacred books), which are in the collection
known as Thiru Arutpa. He propagated humanitarianism and dedicated himself to feeding
the poor. He believed in one world and one God. Both his birth and his transmogrification,
(when he dematerialised and became one with Brahman), are celebrated

No Festival

SENTANAR

THIRUPALLAANDU (9th Thirumurai)

9 November

THIRUMUULAR
(7th Century)

THIRUMANTHIRAM (Holy Manthras; 10th Thirumurai )
Sacred songs dedicated to Lord Siva.

No Festival

NANDI-ANDAR-NAMBI et al

11TH THIRUMURAI

No Festival

AVVAIYAAR et al

TEN TAMIL ETHICS (Aathisoodhi; Konray Vendhan; Wulaga Needhi; Narun Thogai;
Moodhura; Nalvazhi; Nanneri; Needhineri; Needhi Venba; Aranericharaam)

5 October

and

RAMALINGA SWAMIGAL
RAMALINGA ADIGALAR
(Adigalar = Saint)
Born 5 October 1823

Notes
1
2

*indicates the name of a constellation which is in conjunction with the sun and earth on these particular days.
(No. 4 in the Chapter “Songs and Prayers”)
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ARRIAGE

Marriage is dealt with in three stages.
1.

The proposal

2.

The engagement

3.

The Wedding

1. THE PROPOSAL
The proposal is an arrangement between the families of the couple. It was a very important preliminary step when marriages were
arranged to join families rather than simply a young man to a young woman.
Now, because the Tamil culture has adapted to its new environment in South Africa and the influences of a multi-cultural society, the
couple involved decides upon marriage and informs the parents. Although this may seem like a new trend, if one reads the brief
outline history of marriage that appears in the foreword of The Tamilian System of Marriage commissioned by the Manavar Manram
in Madras, one becomes aware that Tamils originally married for love. The couple did not require any kind of sanction from family
and community and there was no ceremony. This was known as Kalavu Manam. But the informality of such an arrangement led to
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problems and over the years many procedures developed requiring
the sanction of family and community. Thus weddings evolved into

•
•

elaborate ceremonies.

He asks the two fathers to perform deeparathanay.
Then the father of the young man asks for the consent of
the young woman’s family to the marriage.

•

A betel leaf with a nut and a flower are exchanged

Since their arrival in South Africa, Tamils have been and are modifying

between the two families to denote their acceptance of the

customs to conform to new requirements. Today, the proposal has

arrangement.

become a formality and is simply a means of getting the blessings of

The proposal is the means of bringing the families together and

the parents of the couple.

securing their blessings and support for the union.

Procedures

In some cases, the father of the prospective groom then asks the

•
•
•

Someone, known to both parties and respected by them,

bride’s family for “house permission”. He is asking that his son be

speaks separately to each set of parents.

allowed to visit the young woman at her home. In so doing, he is

This mediator arranges a date for the proposal, which

giving his assurance that his son will treat the young woman with

usually takes place on a Sunday.

respect.

The parents of the young man formally ask for the young
woman’s hand in marriage.

•

•
•

woman taking a tray with a coconut, fruit, betel leaf and

Most people today combine the proposal and engagement. Where

nut.

the engagement is a separate event, it becomes a social event and

At the home of the young woman, a pillaiyar is set up.

takes place in a public venue with an invited audience of relatives,

A poosari or an officiator first propitiates Ganesha

friends and neighbours.

with

obeisance to the pillaiyar. Chanting the Gayatri

Mantra1, he turns the coconut in the smoke of the

The procedures for the engagement are identical to those of the

thoobekal and the flame of the thaambaalim. He breaks

proposal with the following additional steps:

the coconut and sets halves on either side of the pillaiyar.
He then performs deeparathanay.

15

2. THE ENGAGEMENT

The young man’s family goes to the home of the young

•

The parents of the young man bring a sari for the
prospective bride.

Marriage 66
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•

The sari is blessed – deeparathanay – and a dot of
manja and a dot of kunkum are put on the sari.

•

The poosari hands over the sari to the young woman
who goes off to change.

•

She comes back dressed in the sari and this is
symbolic of her acceptance of the young man.

•

The young couple perform deeparathanay to the
pillaiyar.

As a result of Western influence, the young man puts an
engagement ring on the finger of his fiancée. Then there are
Deeparathanay with thaambaalim

speeches.
Neither the proposal nor the engagement is held in a pandal.
That is reserved for the wedding.
At the end of the proposal and the engagement or proposalengagement, a vegetarian meal is served. (No meat, meat
products, chicken, eggs, fish are consumed.)
3. THE WEDDING CEREMONY
When C. Ambalavanan, Secretary of the Pretoria Tamil League,
visited India sometime in the early seventies, he negotiated

Deeparathanay with thoobekal

with the Manavar Manram in Madras for a book, with English
translations, that outlined and explained procedures for a

15
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wedding. It was to provide a definitive system that standardised and simplified the
ceremony. Ambalavanan was aware of the need for reform in the practices of South
African Tamilians and wanted people to be able to solemnise marriages without
outside help.
Thiru Ambalavanan’s efforts resulted in Professor Mayilai Siva Muthu’s book, The
Tamilian System of Marriage. Ambalavanan edited and distributed the book in South
Africa. In his editorial note, he explains:
“Manam’ means coming together. This is the joining of two persons bound
by love. In ancient Tamil country, a young man and a woman met each
other by Divine Dispensation, courted and were mentally united. Only
thereafter their parents come into the picture and

solemnized their

wedding. This wedding too was brief and economic. The wedding rites
are mainly intended to convey the idea that the two persons already united
by the bond of love are about to enter family life.2”

The engagement ring.

Vidwan G. Vilvapathi, (President of the Manavar Manram, Madras in 1974) gives a
brief account of ancient practices in his foreword to the book.
In Ancient Times, according to Vilvapathi,3 there were different forms of marriage:
1.

Kalavu Manam

2.

Karpu Manam

3.

Sangam Marriage

Manam means united by love

15
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But this form of marriage also became unsatisfactory and many

1. Kalavu Manam
When a boy and a girl fell in love, they lived together.

additions to the ceremony were made over the years. These

2. Karpu Manam
When the parents were certain that there was real commitment in the
relationship, they united the couple in the presence of relatives and
the community.

and Tiruvilayadal Puraanam.

The marriages of Lord Muruga (Karthikeya, son of Shiva) demonstrate
these two forms of wedding. His marriage to Velli was Kalavu Manam
and to Devayanai, Karpu Manam.
After a time Kalavu Manam, which became problematic, was given
up and Karpu Manam accepted as the better arrangement.
3. Sangam Marriages (i.e. as described in literature)
Two verses of Agananru, a collection of poems, describe the
procedures for a marriage ceremony.
The house is cleansed and a pandal is demarcated for the
ceremony.
Five Sumangalis (married women not widows) together (i.e. working
as one) fill a vessel with fresh water, mix in paddy (rice seeds) and
flowers and bathe the bride in it. Rice seeds and flowers are symbols
of prosperity and fertility.This was the main ritual.
A feast followed at which all the relatives and friends blessed the
bridal couple.

additions are described in the Silappadikaram, Kamba Ramayanam

4. The Manavar Manram Recommendations4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Prayer (to Ganesha, Vigneshwara, Vinayagar)
Arasani ceremony
Kalasa puja (to the God and Goddess of the occasion)
Giving new clothes
Tying of Kanganam
Offering respects to parents
Giving away of the bride to the bridegroom
Raising the sacred fire
Offering worship to the sacred thali
Declarations of the bridal couple
Tying of the sacred thali
Applying tilak on the forehead
Exchange of garlands
Tying of pattam
The bridal couple going round the sacred fire (Saptapati)
Blessings by the elders
Obviating evil eyes (influences)
The bridal couple rising from the bridal seat, sitting
elsewhere and taking in milk and fruits

19. Untying of Kanganam
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Diagram 2: The Wedding Pandal
Right

Manavaral - Bridal Seat
Poosari

Left

Fire Pot

Thoobekal with saambraani
Thaambaalim with camphor
Sombu with water

Worral

Kunkum

Pillaiyar

Kalasam

Nava/Leni

Turmeric cone

Brass pot with

Banana leaf with

with three

mango leaves &

9 different types

stemmed grass

coconut (Luxmi)

of sprouting seeds

stalk and one red

Betel leaf & nut

(beans, lentils)

dot of kunkum

Banana

(Ganesha) Coco-

Woothebathi

nut Betel leaf &
nut Banana

Ammikal

Pot for
forked
branch
(Arasani)

Woothebathi

Khuthu Vilaku
The pandal is demarcated and decorated beforehand; the poosari sets out all the ritual items necessary to the ceremony.

15
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T

HE CEREMONY

The marriage ceremony is a process that:

•

begins with purification rites to protect the couple and the proceedings from evil,

•

rites to create an auspicious atmosphere,

•

obtaining consent and blessings for the marriage,

•

the major purification rite (yegyim),

•

consolidating the union,

•

blessing the couple

•

protecting them from evil

•

celebrating the event.

In South Africa, the steps described in Prof. Siva Muthu’s book have been modified and adapted to suit local conditions

15
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Step 1: Preparation of Pandal and Arasani Ceremony

•

While the officiator prepares the pandal, three sumangalis
(married women not widows) perform abishegam (ritual
bathing) of the arasu (forked tree/branch).

•

The officiator sets up the pandal as indicated in the preceding
diagram.

•

The sumangalis sprinkle water three times over the arasu

•

They plant it in a pot and set it on the left at the front of the

Sumangalis wash the arasu branch
(behind the kuthuvilaku)

pandal.

•

They decorate the arasu with turmeric paste, kunkum and
vibhuthi.

•

They tie bunches of flowers on the arasu with a red cloth
that represents Luxmi (Goddess of good fortune). The arasu
symbolises a marriage that will grow like a tree and provide
protection, shade and food.

15

•

The sumangalis light the two kuthuvillakus and other lamps.

•

They tie kanganam/manja kombu (small sticks of turmeric

Worral

paste) to the arasanikal (pot in which tree is planted), to the
Marriage 72
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worral and the ammikal.
The arasani ceremony brings together symbols of prosperity, strength
and fertility. The stamper and grindstone are symbols of abundance
and strength, the sumangalis are symbols of fertility and the tree is a
metaphor for a successful marriage.

Ammikal – Grindstone

Step 2: Prayer to Ganesha
The bridegroom and party are seated on the right of the pandal, the bride’s
party on the left.

•

After the Officiator has prepared the pandal, he calls in the two
fathers.

•

He recites a prayer to Ganesha1

•

He breaks a coconut

•

This is followed by deeparathanay to the pillaiyar. The two

The two fathers perform deeparathanay.
The poosari who officiated at this wedding was G. Krishnan Pillay

fathers together turn the thoobekal and then the thaambaalim.
In this way, they give official consent to the marriage.
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Step 3: Nullangu and New Clothes
(Nowadays this step is not performed at the wedding venue
but at the homes of the bride and groom who come to the
venue already dressed in their wedding clothes)
Sumangalis perform the nullangu
(a rite to protect the couple from negative influences)

•

The groom’s brother/male relative brings him into
the pandal.

•

The sumangalis rub santhanam (sandalwood

Rubbing santhanam

paste) on the groom’s cheeks. This is for
purification and to ward off evil.

•

Then each of the women puts a red dot on his
forehead and sprinkles rosewater over him.

•

The groom then gives each sumangali a betel
leaf and nut and a flower to thank them for their
blessings.

•

The officiator blesses the groom’s wedding clothes

Putting kunkum on the forehead

and presents them to the congregation for their

15

blessings.
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•

He hands the clothes to the groom who goes
off to change.

•

Then the bride’s sister/female relative brings
her into the pandal and she goes through the
same process.

Blessing the bride

Receiving their wedding garments
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Step 4: Tying the Kanganam

•

The groom, accompanied by the thozhimapule,1 and
the bride by the thozhiponnen,2 return. The groom’s
sister carrying the kamatchi villaku leads the groom
and thozhimapule, who are followed by the bride and
thozhiponnen and finally the bride’s sister, round the
pandal. As they walk around they raise their hands in
prayer at each corner. They walk around three times and
then enter the pandal.

•

The procession to the pandal

The couple with the thozimapule and thoziponnen take
their places on the manavarai.3 The bride is on the right of
the groom signifying that they are separate entities not yet
united by marriage. The sisters of the bridal couple stand
behind the manavarai.

•

The Officiator ties the kanganam on the groom’s right
wrist.

•

The Officiator gives the groom a kanganam, which he ties
on the bride’s left wrist.

15

Bridal couple seated on the Manavarai
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Step 5: Paying respect to the parents

•

The officiator calls the parents into the pandal and they
put santhanam on each other’s foreheads.

•

The bride and groom give their parents gifts, usually a
shirt and sari.

•

The bride and groom prostrate themselves before their
parents (bow down to touch their feet) and ask for their
blessings.

Fathers consent to the marriage.
The poosari is Mr. G Krishnan Pillay

•

The parents leave the pandal

•

Together as one, the couple performs deeparathanay to
the pillaiyar and kalasam.

The bride and groom prostrate themselves before parents
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Step 6: Yegyim

•

The Officiator lights the fire in the yegyo and sings the Namasivaya
Vazhga and Thiru Agavan2

•

The couple throws in the havan samagri as the officiator recites the
potri mantras.3

Performing deeparathanay

Raising the fire

15
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Step 7: Consecration and Tying of the Thali

•

The thali is dipped in turmeric and kunkum. A gold thread, three
feet long, is passed through the eye of the thali and knotted on both
sides.

•

It is placed on a tray with betel leaf and nut, coconut, banana and
turmeric paste.

•
Thali. This is a gold thali

The officiator introduces the couple and asks the congregation to
bless the thali.

•

The Officiator puts kunkum on the thali and blesses it with
deeparathanay.

•

The Officiator places the thali in the groom’s hands.

•

The groom ties it around the bride’s neck. He makes three knots in
the cord to symbolise an enduring marriage.

Tying the thali

•

The knots are covered with turmeric, kunkum and vibhuthi and
blessed with deeparathanay.

•

The bride now sits on the left of the groom. She is now a married
woman.

15
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Step 8: Applying Tilak (Pottu, Kunkum)
The tilak in the middle of the forehead represents the third eye – symbolic
of spiritual enlightenment, knowledge of Brahman.

•

The groom puts his arm around the bride to put the red dot on
her forehead. (She must always wear the red dot as it signifies
her married status)

The groom applies tilak

Step 9: Exchange of Garlands, Pori, Minji, Ammikal and Worral

•

The bride and groom stand facing each other to exchange
garlands.

•

They exchange garlands three times.

•

In the first two exchanges, the groom places his maalay
(garland) over the bride first.

•

Exchange of Garlands

In the final exchange, they garland each other simultaneously.
This is the equivalent of saying, “I take you to be my lawfully

15

wedded spouse.”
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•

The groom leads the bride around the holy objects in the pandal.

•

When they are seated again, the officiator pours pori (fried rice) into
the groom’s cupped hands.

•

He opens his hands and the pori falls through into the bride’s cupped
hands which are under his.

Pori

•

She throws the rice into the fire.

•

The rice, which symbolises prosperity, is an offering to God for
blessings of health, happiness and prosperity.

•

The groom then slips the minji (toe rings) over the second toe of each
of the bride’s feet.

•

Like the kunkum on the forehead, the toe rings indicate her married
status and must always be worn.

•

The groom leads the bride around the holy objects in the pandal a
second time.

toe rings
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•

The pori procedures are repeated

•

The groom takes the bride to the ammikal and puts her right foot on it so
she will derive its strength.

•

The groom leads the bride around the holy objects in the pandal a third
time.

•

The groom puts a ring on the finger of the thozhimapule to thank him for
giving him his sister in marriage.

Pori

Groom puts ring on the finger of the thozhi mapule
(bride’s brother)

15
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Step 10: Tying the Pattam

•

The couple is seated on the manavarai, the bride on
the left of the groom.

•

The maternal uncles of the couple tie pattams (small,
flat, gold rectangular amulets), on the foreheads of
the couple.

•

The mother-in-law and sisters-in-law of the bride tie
pattams on the bride’s forehead to signify that they

Mother of groom tying pattam on bride

give up the management of the household to the
bride and pledge their cooperation.

•

The parents bless the couple by showering them with
rice and petals and putting tilak on their foreheads.

Bride and groom wearing the pattam
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Step 11: Saptapati5

•

The bridal procession, with the groom’s friend in front
and the bride’s sister at the end, takes seven steps
(saptapati) around the manavarai. By following in the
groom’s footsteps, the bride consents to be his lifepartner and follow where he leads.

•

The couple stands facing east. The bride places her
hands over the groom’s hands. The bride’s brother
pours pori into their hands.

•

They close their hands over the pori and then throw it
in the fire. This is done three times while the officiator
sings.

Step 12: Saroosathi (A rite to obviate the evil eye.)

•

Elders bless the couple by showering them with rice.

•

Water is mixed with lime and turmeric in a wide tray.
It turns blood red. (Saroosathi).

•

Sumangalis perform arathanay (turning the tray
clockwise) before the bridal couple.

15

Sumangalis perform Deeparathanay
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Step 13: Untying the Kanganam

•

The officiator unties the kanganam.

•

The couple goes into the audience to be blessed. People
shower them with rice and flower petals.

•

This is the end of the wedding.

•

The couple goes to the temple for a final blessing and to
plant the arasu.

•

All those who have attended the wedding, sit down to a
meal.

After the Wedding
The couple goes to the home of the groom’s parents to refresh
themselves before leaving for the home of the bride’s parents for a
big feast (virindhé).
The virindhé brings the two families together.
The feast is accompanied by the kind of light banter that is
Leaving for the bride’s home

characteristic of wedding receptions.
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Notes

A little boy from the bride’s family who acts as best man
A little girl from the groom’s family who acts as bridesmaid
3
Bridal seat
4
These are contained in Professor Mayilai Siva Muthu’ s book The Tamilian System
of Marriage
5
Saptapati: 7 steps representing the gifts of food, strength, wealth, happiness,
Children, Seasonal pleasures, along life together
1
2

(Endnotes)
1
Songs No 11
2
Songs No 22
3
Songs No 8
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L

AST RITES

Rites performed when a person dies, help the departed to a new life – either a higher incarnation or eternal bliss (union with Brahman).
The rites are meant to avert regression to a lower karmic state.
Although death is a release from the body, from karma, it is regarded as inauspicious. It is a poignant reminder of our existence
in maya, transient reality, from which even death does not bring release. Death is simply an event in the karmic cycle of samsara.
Release from samsara comes not through death but through union with God.
In funeral rites there are constant reminders of :
•

The inauspicious, through the exclusion of kunkum and manja for decorations, the use of the left hand and anticlockwise
movements

Book of Rituals.indd

•

Cleansing to rid the soul of karma and send the departed to a better life

•

The need to provide succour for the departed
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Every symbol and symbolic action is tied to one of these
perceptions.

1. FUNERAL RITES
THE BODY IS BROUGHT HOME

Last Rites include:

In the olden days people, for the most part, died at home. Nowadays

1. Funeral Rites

they usually die in a hospital and have to be brought home.

The body is brought home
The Body leaves home

When the body arrives at the house, the procedures are as follows:

At the cemetery

•
•

At home after the funeral
The ashes
2. Yetu (Eighth Day Ceremony)
3. Mokshadeepum (10th Day ceremony)
4. Karmathi (Sixteenth Day ceremony)

The body must be brought in feet first.
The body lies with head to the south.

It is believed that the soul travels South for six months and then North
for six months after which it is either reincarnated or returns to God.
The South represents darkness and ignorance. The North represents
light, enlightenment.

•

A kuthuvillaku is set at the foot end of the coffin. Lamps
always signify enlightenment. The Kamatchi/Luxmi villaku

5. Thevasham (One Year Ceremony)

is inappropriate at a funeral as it symbolises good fortune

•

A side table is placed at the head end of the coffin. On the
table are:
• a coconut (undecorated, no kunkum and manja),
• a betel nut on a betel leaf, a banana,
• a thoobekal
• a thaambaalim
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• woothebathi

reflect the remorse of a devotee who feels he is unworthy of the
Lord’s grace.

The officiator lights the woothebathi.
Songs from the Thevaram are songs in Praise of Lord Siva and are
The officiator recites the Gayatri Mantra1, breaks the coconut and

celebratory songs not sung at funerals.

sets the halves in the coffin.
In the olden days the body did not remain in the house for more than
Deeparathanay is performed from the feet towards the head.

three hours. After three hours, it was taken away to be cremated.

The belief that the soul leaves the body from the head, requires
Deeparathanay to begin from the feet, then along the body to the

THE BODY LEAVES HOME

head and around.
The same rites are performed as when the body was brought into
Deeparathanay is accompanied by prayers:
•

Om Tryambakam2 & Om Asato Maa3

•

Prayer to Lord Siva, the Transcendant Reality, Destroyer of

the house.
Then the body leaves, once again feet first.

Karma

A white cloth covers the head of the son who is carrying the kolli. The

•

Woolegelaam4

son’s head has been shaved. The white cloth over the son’s head

•

Songs from the Siva Puraanam5 of the Thiruvachakam

symbolises purity. White is the colour of funerals as it represents the

• Pinnaki Illathe 6

release of the spirit from its karmic state.

• Parodu Vinnay7
• Sodhiya Sudara8

The kolli is a clay pot with three holes forming a crescent. The holes

• Tharrikilan9

are plugged with sticks to prevent the water from streaming out.

• Muthineri10
When a mother dies, the eldest son carries the kolli. When a father
Songs from the Thiruvachakam are appropriate for funerals as they

dies, the youngest son carries the kolli. Why these particular sons

16
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are chosen had a meaning in the olden days that is no longer clear.
There is no kolli for childless people.

AT THE CEMETERY
In Pretoria cremations take place at the crematorium in the cemetery.

•

The coffin is set down outside the crematorium and the usual symbols (coconut, woothebathi,
betel leaf and nut, banana) are set down with the kolli pot at the head end of the coffin.

The kolli

The usual rites take place – a coconut is broken and then deeparathanay.
The officiator recites prayers to Lord Siva:
Om Tryambakam (No 2)
Om asato maa (No 3)

•

The son throws shredded coconut mixed with rice and flower petals into the coffin. This vaikuarasi (food for the departed) is symbolic sustenance for the soul’s journey. All mourners follow
the son and repeat his actions.

•

Circumambulation with the Kolli Pot: The kolli pot is put on the left shoulder of the son. He
holds three burning incense sticks upside down in his left hand.

•

Beginning at the foot end, the son moves around the coffin in an anti-clockwise direction.

16
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•

A brother or other close relative walks behind him. The function

•

Then the last prayers are chanted as the body enters the fire

of this person is to remove one of the sticks plugging the holes

chamber. The body, which represents a karmic reality, has to be

of the kolli and with the back of his left hand, splatter the water

burned (purified by fire).

over the coffin.
The following prayers are chanted:

•

When they reach the head of the coffin, the son sets one burning

Sivana Shanthi (Om Namasivaya)

incense stick in the coffin. This is symbolic of lighting the pyre.

Siva Perumane Shanthi

In the olden days, the son used a flaming stick to set the pyre

Vazhvavathu (No 41)

alight.

Kalapizhaiyam (No 7)
Solale varookootham (no 42)

•

They walk around the coffin three times, unplugging a hole of the kolli

BURIAL

pot on each round. All the water is sprinkled over the coffin and all
three woothebathi sticks are placed in the coffin.

•
•

Not all Hindus cremate their dead. Some bury them in graves.

When the son reaches the head for the third time, he stands with

The procedures for burial are the same as for cremation up to

his back to the coffin and pushes the empty kolli pot backwards,

circumambulation of the coffin and breaking of the kolli pot etc.

off his shoulder so that it shatters on the ground.

•
•

The kolli pot symbolises the body, a vessel that once had life and

Thereafter the coffin is lowered into the grave while the officiator
sings “Vaazh vavathu Mayam Ithu” from the Thevaram.

now has no use.

•
•

The son and his assistant go to the foot end of the coffin and

When the grave is filled and a mound is made, the officiator
makes a furrow on top. Mixed seeds are thrown in the furrow.

prostrate themselves.

•
•

Eulogies: When the coffin, foot end towards the fire, is set on

the belt that will carry it forward, there are a few short eulogies.

The officiator mixes milk with water and calls the family members
one by one to come to the grave. They place their two hands
next to each other, palms down and the officiator pours the milk
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mixture over the hands as they are moved from feet to head.

have come from afar. In the olden days, no cooking or food was
allowed in the house for eight days. All cooking and consumption

•

After this, the furrow is closed.

of food was done elsewhere.

•

Next the officiator makes a rough Sivalingam (Lingam, symbol of

THE ASHES

fertility) from the sand and places it at the head of the grave.

•

The next morning, the family assembles cooked rice and milk

Then the officiator performs abishegam of the Lingam with a mixture

(symbolic of sustenance for the soul) and all the items necessary

of oil, milk, sour milk, honey and mashed banana. Thereafter the

for prayers (woothebathi, coconut, betel leaf and nut, banana,

officiator pours vibhuthi on the Lingam.The officiator places the kolli

thoobekal and saambraani, thaambaalim and camphor).

pot, coconut, betel leaf, betel nut, banana in front of the Lingam.

•

The ashes are collected from the crematorium.

•

The Gayatri Mantra (No 1) is recited as the coconut is broken.

•

The halves are set on either side of the ashes.

away death) Women do not go to the cemetery.

•

Milk is sprinkled onto the ashes three times.

The son who carried the kolli is the first to perform the

•

Deeparathanay is performed as the officiator chants Om Tryam

AT HOME AFTER THE FUNERAL
•

A bucket of water is at the gate of the house and each person
returning from the funeral, sprinkles water over his head three
times before entering the house. (Ritual cleansing – washing

•

ritual cleansing and enter the house. He goes to the lamp,

(No 2), Om Asato (No. 3). The son who carried the kolli is the

acknowledges God (palms together) and marks his forehead

first to perform deeparathanay.

with a horizontal stripe of vibhuthi. All the others follow suit.

•
•

People then sit down to a vegetarian meal. This is not part of

The officiator recites the Sivana Shanti (Om Namasivaya)
prayer.

the ritual process. It is simply consideration for people who
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•

Accompanied by the singing of Kalapizhaiyam (No 7) everything,
except for one block of camphor, is thrown in the river. This is
symbolic of the melting away of karma.

•
•

The ashes are scattered over the river.
The camphor that has been held back is put on a betel leaf. The
son who carried the kolli lights the camphor and sets it afloat on
the river. Water purifies and a river which runs into the sea is
symbolic of the convergence of Athman with Brahman.

2. YETU (Eighth Day Ceremony)
In the olden days, the bereaved family did no work for eight days. The
son shaved his head and other members of the family may have done
so too. The men did not shave their beards. No one was allowed to
leave the house. This was to prevent spreading the contamination
of death. No cooking was done in the house. This was to protect
the family members whose grief made them accident-prone. For the
eight days following the death, relatives and neighbours provided the
family with food.
Nowadays there is still a ceremony on the eighth day. After the
prayers, the family resumes cooking and eating in the home.
They remain vegetarians until the Mokshadeepum or Karmathi
whichever ceremony the family chooses to observe.
The son who carried the kolli does not leave the house until the
Mokshadeepum or Karmathi Ceremony is performed.
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3. MOKSHA VILLAKU (Mokshadeepum)

YEGYIM
Then the procedures for the yegyim are followed.

•

This is a fire raising ceremony (Yegyim). In the olden days it was

incense sticks are lit, the coconut is broken, deeparathanay,

performed at the riverside. In Pretoria it is done at home. A square is

prostration.

marked out for the pandal. 16 sombus are set along the perimeter.

•

The sombus, which contain water, are a symbolic representation of

•

mouth of each sombu. Mango leaves are for decoration. Lemons are

The fire raising ceremony is performed to purify the home that has
been contaminated by death. Death represents the essence of

Obeisance to the deities symbolised by the Kalasam
(deeparathanay and prostration)

the river and cleansing. Mango leaves and a lemon are placed in the
symbols of cleansing and purification.

Obeisance to Ganesha symbolised by the pillaiyar –

Raising the fire (yegyim).

In the olden days, the officiator and the son who carried the kolli
would be the only persons involved. Today, in Pretoria, the officiator
invites all close members of the family to take part in the ceremony.

karma.

Raising the fire is accompanied by the chanting of prayers from the

Additional requirements for this ceremony :

(No 6)

Thiruvachakam – Namasivaya Vazhga (No 5) and Eesan Adi Potri

A tray of cooked rice placed next to the Kalasam. 21 balls of chana
(chickpea) flour on a banana leaf next to the Kalasam. The rice and
chana balls are symbolic sustenance for the soul on its journey towards

•

Deeparathanay is performed to consecrate the food.

Deeparathanay – first for the 21 balls of chana, then for the cooked

a new life. Provision is made for 21 days.

rice. The son who carried the kolli performs deeparathanay.

Sesame seeds and a jug of water are placed near the cooked rice. A

deeparathanay.

covered photograph of the deceased is placed next to the kamatchi/
luxmi lamp.

The officator chants prayers from the Thiruvachakam during the

•

Yellan Thuneer

Then the son who carried the kolli puts his left hand over his right
hand.The officiator, who has put the sesame seeds into the jug of
water, pours this mixture (yellan thuneer) over the son’s hands three
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times. He does this with each member of the family.

resumes its normal diet. The family has fasted (not eaten meat and
meat products, fish, chicken, eggs) since the death of the family

•

Closing Prayer.

member.

In the old days, everything used in the ceremony was disposed of in
the river. Then the family went to the temple to pray after which they
returned home. In Pretoria, where temples are not as numerous as
in the villages and towns in India, most people have in their homes a
dedicated prayer area with a lamp and the items for deeparathanay.
Many people, therefore, do not go to the temple but come home for
the closing prayer.

•

Consecration of Food

The food is brought out. The coconut from the Kalasam is broken
and the halves set on either side of the food trays. This is followed by
deeparathanay over the food. The son who carried kolli always goes
first. The cloth covering the photograph of the deceased is removed
and there is deeparathanay for the deceased. Bhajans and kirtans
are sung to help the family find peace and tranquillity.

•

Prayers

The officiator chants the Sivana Shanthi (Om Namasivaya)
Everyone chants Kalapizhaiyam (No 7)

•

The consecrated food is eaten.

All the items used in the ceremony, including left over consecrated
food, are disposed of in a river. After the mokshadeepum, the family
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4. KARMATHI (Sixteenth Day Ceremony)
The Karmathi Ceremony is performed over two days. The first part
takes place on the evening of the first day and the second begins the
following morning and ends by lunchtime the next day.
The procedures are the same as for Mokshadeepam except that the
yegyim is performed at night.

water. Then she is dressed as a bride and at midnight, three women
remove her thali. This is to indicate her widowhood and a completion
of the cycle of marriage.
The thali is not always removed at the Karmathi. Sometimes it is
removed on the day of the funeral before the hearse leaves home.
Then the wife is seated next to the coffin and the ceremony to
remove the thali is performed.

The consecration and consumption of food comes after the ceremony
the next morning.

Sometimes the thali is removed after the funeral.

In Pretoria, the mokshadeepum is taking precedence over the

When a wife dies, the husband may remove the thali just before the

Karmathi;
•

because the ceremony is performed in one morning

•

it requires a shorter period of mourning – ten days
rather than sixteen – which, in present times, is more
convenient.

body leaves the home.
It is a harrowing custom and widows and widowers who have to go
through this rite, suffer great humiliation in addition to their grief.
In Pretoria, the removal of the thali is falling into disfavour.

Removing the Thali
Sometimes the thali is removed during karmathi.
Priests are not involved in this rite. It is a social custom, not a holy
rite and not required by religious law.
When a husband dies, the wife is required to take a bath in cold
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5. THEVASHAM (One year ceremony)
This ceremony is performed to help the soul on its way.
The soul has travelled six months to the South (ignorance and
darkness) and then six months North (enlightenment) and this
ceremony is to ensure that it reaches its destination, a higher form of
life (truth, reality).

NOTES
1
Gayatri Mantra (No 1)
2
Om Tryambakam, (No 2)
3
Om Asato Maa (No 3)
4
Ulegalaam (No 4)
5
Namasivaya Vazhga (No 5) and Eesan Adi Potri (No 6)
6
Pinaki Illathe (No 35)
7
Parodu Vinnay (No. 36)
8
Sothie Sudare (No 24)
9
Tharikkilan (No 37)
10
Muthineri (No 38)

The procedures are almost the same as for mokshadeepum.
Differences:

No cooked rice
No chana balls
No yellan thuneer

Yegyim
The fire is raised to cleanse and sanctify the house and to send the
soul on its way.
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S

ONGS AND PRAYERS

The prayers, songs and their transliterations and translations are from:
1.

Bharti, Shuddananda. 1976. Mystic Treasure. Durban: Saiva Sithantha Sungum.

2.

Tiruvachakamani (K.M.Balasubramaniam). 1958. Tiruvachakam: English Translation. Madras 3: Chennamalleswarar
& Chennakesavaperumal Devasthanam.

3.

Gounder, K. Chellappa. 1970. Panniru Thirumurai Thirattu (with transliteration and translation.) Kumbakonam (Tamil
Nadu): Bharathi Press.

4.

Muthu, Miyilai Siva. 1974. The Tamilian System of Marriage. Madras: Manavar Manram.

5. Sivananda, Sri Swami. 1986. Prayer Book. Durban: Divine Life Society.
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1. Gayatri Mantra (Prayer Book, p. 147)

3. Shanti Mantra : Om Asato Maa (Prayer Book, p. 152)

Om bhur bhuvah svah tat svitur varenyam

Om asato maa satgamaya

Bhargo devsya dheemahi dhiyo yo nah prachodayaat.

Tamaso maa jyotir gamaya
Mrityor maa amritam gamaya

(Let us meditate on the glory of Ishwar, who has created this
universe, whom it is right to worship, who is the remover of all sins

(Lead us from the unreal to the Real; from darkness to Light; from

and ignorance. May he enlighten our intellect.)

death to immortality)

2. Maha Mrityunjaya Mantra (Prayer Book, p. 145)

4. Woolegelaam (Panniru Thirumurai Thirrattu, pp. 176/7)

Om tryambakam yajaamahe sugandhim

Ulegalaam unarndhu odharku ariyavan

pushtivarddhanam

Nila vullaviya neermali veniyan

Urvaarukamiva bandhanaan mrityor mukshiya

Alagil sodhiyan ambalathu aduvan

maamritaat.

Malar silambadi vazthu vananguvam

(We worship the Three-eyed One (Lord Siva), who is fragrant and

(We bow down at the feet of the Dancer of the Ambalam. He wears

nourishes well all beings. May He liberate us from death and grant

an anklet that is the source from which the world sprouts. He is

us immortality, even as the cucumber is severed from its bondage to

imperceptible and unspeakable. His braided hair, filled with the Water

the creeper)!

of the Ganges, is adorned with the Crescent moon. He is a form of
immense splendour.)
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5. Namasivaya Vazhga

6. Eesan Adi Potri!

(Transliteration from Panniru Thirumurai Thirratu, pp. 140/1)

(Transliteration from Panniru Thirumurai Thirattu, p141)

Namachivaya vaazhga! Nadhan Thal Vashga!

Eesan Adi Potri! Endhai Adi Potri !

Imaippozhudhum Ennenjil Neengadhan Thalvazhga!

Dhasan Adi Potri! Sivan Savadi Potri!

Kogazhi Yanda Gurumani Than Thal Vazhga!

Nayatha Ninra Nimalan Adi Potri!

Agama Magi Ninru Annipan Thal Vazhga!

Mayap Pirapparukkum Mannan Adi Potri!

Aga Anagan Iraivan Adi Vazhga!

Seerar Perundhurai Nam Dhavan Adi Potri!
Aradha Inbam Arulu Malai Potri!

(Translation from Thiruvachakam, p. 1)
Namasivaya hail! Hail to the Foot of the Lord!

(Translation from Thiruvachakam, p.2 )

Hail the Foot of Him Who does not part

Praise to lsan’s Foot! Praise to my Father’s Foot!

Even for a twinkling from my heart!

Praise to the Bright One’s Foot! Praise to Sivan’s red

Hail the Foot of th’ Gem of Teacher ruling in Kokazhi!

Foot!

Hail the Foot of Him Who has become’

Praise to the Foot of the Spotless One Who standeth

The Agamas and Who does sweetly bide! ,

rooted in love!

Hail the Foot of the One, the Not One and the Immanent

Praise to the Foot of the King Who snappeth off delusive

Lord!

births!

Victory to the Foot of the King Who calmed

Praise to the Foot of our own Lord of glorious Perunthurai!

The storm within the soul and made me His!

Praise to the Mountain whence doth flow the bliss that
satiates not!
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7. Kalapizhaiyum

8. Potri (Praise) Mantras

(Mannipu Vandal) ( Panniru Thirumurai Thirratu, p. 178/9)

(Panniru Thirumurai Thirratu, p. 101 – 105)

Kalap pizhaiyum, Karuda pizhaiyum, Kasindhurugi

Boodhap Padai Udaiyay

Potri Potri

Nillap pizhaiyum, Ninaiyap pizhaiyum, Nin Aindhezhuthai

Manniya Ser Marai Nangum Anay

Potri

Sollap pizhaiyum, Thudiyap pizhaiyum,

Mari Andhu Kaiyana

Potri Potri

Thozahap Pizhaiyum, Yellap Pizhaiyum,

Unnum Avarkku Unmaiyana

Potri Potri

Poruthu Aarulvai Kachi Yagambana

Ulagukku Oruvana

Potri Potri

Senni Misai Venpiraiyay

PotrI Potri

Thirumoolat Tanana

Potri Potri

sacred books; the folly of non-contemplating on the contents of those

Nanjudaiya Kandana

Potri Potri

works, the folly of the mind not fusing with such contemplation,

Natravana Nin Padham

Potri Potri

the folly of not uttering the sacred Five Letters*, the folly of non-

Venj sudaron Pallirutha Vandha

Potri

meditation on you in my mind, the folly of not praising you with my

Ven Madhiyam Kanni Vigirdha

Potri

mouth, the folly of not worshipping you with my hands and all other

Thunju Irulil Adal Ugandhay

Potri

follies.

Thoo Neeru Meykkanindha Sodhee

Potri

Oh! The Lord presiding at Thiru-Ekambaram in Kancheepuram.
Bestow grace on me forgiving me my folly of not learning the good

*Na-ma-si-va-ya

Senjadaiyay Nin Padham

Potri Potri

Thirumoolat Tanana

Potri Potri

Sunkarana Nin Padham

Potri Potri

Sadha Sivana Nin Padham

Potri Potri

Pongarava Nin Padham

Potri Potri

Punniyana Nin Padham

Potri Potri

Angamalathu Ayanodu Malum Kana
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Potri Potri

Sengamalath Thirup Padham

Potri Potri

Savama Kathu Ennai Anday

Potri

Thirumoolat Tanana

Potri Potri

Sangu Otha Neetru Em Sadhura

Potri

Savarndha Vel Kodiyay

Potri Potri

Thirumoolat Tanana

Potri Potri

Vampulavu Kondai Chadaiyay

Potri

Vanpiraiyum Valaravum Vaithay

Potri

Kombnaiya Nunnidaiyal Koora

Potri

Biraman Than Siram Aritha Periyoy

Potri

Kurai Kazhalal Koorudhaitha Kova

Potri

Pennuru Vodu Annuruvay Ninray

Potri

Nambum Avarkku Arum Porula

Potri Potri

Karam Nangum Mukkannum Udaiyay

Potri

Nal Vadham Arangam Anay

Potri

Kadhalip Parkkhu Atra Eliyay

Potri

Sempona Maragadhama Maniya

Potri

Aru Mandha Dhavarrku Aras

Potri

Thirumoolat Tanana

Potri Potri

Anru Arakkan Ainnangu Tholum Thalum

Ullamay Ullatha Ninray

Potri

Siram Neritha Savadiyay

Potri Potri

Ugappar Manathu Enrum Neengay

Potri

Thirumoolat Tanana

Potri Potri

Vallala

Potri

Thiruchitrambalam

Manala

Potri

Vanavar Kon thol Thunitha Maindha

Potri

Vellai Aru Arum Vigirdha

Potri

Malorkkum Malorkkum Maloy

Potri

Thellu Neerk Gangai Chadaiyay Potri
Thirumoolat Tanana

Potri

Poovarndha Sennip Punidha

Potri

Puthalir Potrum Porula

Potri

Thavarndha Dhavarkkum Dhava

Potri

Thiru Malukku Azhi Alithay

Potri
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9. Vazthu

10. Vive Sages

(Panniru Thirumurai Thirratu, pp. 178/9)

(Mystic Treasures, p. 67)

Vazhga! Andhanar Vanavar Aninam;

Vive sages, celestials, cows.

Veezhga! Thanpunal; Vandhanum Onguga!

Let rain shower, let the King (Lord Siva) be exalted.

Azhga! Theeyadhellam; Aran Namama

Let all evils fall down. Let Hara’s* name encompass the

Soozhga! Vaiyagamum Thuyar Theergava.

world and rid us of misery.
*Lord Siva’s

Long live the Brahmins and Devas (who worship for the
good of the world), and herd of cows (which yield milk and

11. Prayer to Vigneshwara

other things for the worship).
(By such worships)

MunavaneYannai Mugathavane

Let the cool rain shower without failure.

Muthinalam Sonnavane thooimay

Let the King (who rules the world ethically) be great.

Sugethavane – Manevane Sitparane

Let the wicked ways which destroy the ethical course be

Aingarane Sensadaiyan Segarene

drowned.

Thatt Parane Ninthall Saranam

Let the sacred name of Siva be spread out all over the
world.

(translation from “Worer Wulagam Worer Kadavul,” p3)

Let the good, on that account, be spread over clearing

You are the FIRST ONE. You have the elephant head.

away misery.}

You have spoken of the goodness of salvation. You are
the King who is the Embodiment of Truth. You transcend
human understanding. You have five arms and red matted
hair. You are the GREAT ONE. I take refuge at your
FEET.
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12. Prayer to Pillaiyar

14. Kalasam Prayers

(The Tamilian System of Marriage, p. 13)

(Tamilian System of Marriage, p 15 – 16)

Pidiyathan Uru UmaiKola migu Kariyathu
Vadikodu tanatadi Vazhipadam avaridar
Kadi Ganapati vara arulinan migu Kodai
Vadivinar payil valivalam Urai Iraiye.
13

– Sambandar

a. Prayer to the God (in this case Siva)
Aruvugai samayattorkkum avvavar porulai veram
Kuriyatu udaittai vedagamangalin Kuriyirandu angu
Arivinil arulal manni Ammaiyodu Appan agi
Serivozhiyadu ninra Sivan Adi Senni vaippam

Arasani Ceremony

(The Tamilian System of Marriage, p. 14)
Mavelai alamatai adakki tannul
Mannulagam andmelam vlarndu tanor
Kaveyin munnuditta arasil tondri
Kadambu punai kurundinukku tunaiyadagi
Tooveta talai Kandarku ariatagi

— Arulnandi Sivam
b. No 4 Ulegalaam
c. Prayer to the Goddess
Thaiyal Nallatai tavathin talaiviyai

Tunbamuru pirviyenun tugal ser veyyil

Maiyalai nokkum Manonmani Mangaiyai

Avenai tannadiyam nizhail serta

Paiya ninretti panimin, panintha pin

Attitanai patti seitu mutti servam

Veyya bavam ini mevagillave.

– Tirumantiram

17
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15. Presentation of New Clothes to Groom

17. Tying kanganam for the groom

(Tamilian System of Marriage, p 17)

(Tamilian System of Marriage pp. 18 –19)

Ponnum meipporulum turuvanai

Orvaru Kangal inaikkayale

Bogamum Turuvum punarppanai

Umayaval Kangal innaikkayale,

Pinnai en pizhaiyai poruppanai

Ermaruvum Kazhalnagamathe

Pizhaiyelam tavira panippanai

Ezhil kolu tasana nagamathe

Inna tanmaiyan enrarivonna

Nirvaru Kontala gangaiyathe

Emmanai elivanta piranai

Nedum sadai mevia gangiyathe

Annam vaigum vayal pazhnattu ani

Servaru yoga tiyambagane

Aruranai marakkalam ame

– Sundarar

Sirapuram meya tiyambagane

– Sambandar

16. Presentation of New Clothes to the Bride

(In this song, St Sambandar brings before our vision the form of Siva

(Tamilian System of Marriage, p 17)

with Uma on his left and the River Ganges in his matted locks.)

Tammaiye pugazhnthu ichchai pesinum

18. Tying kanganam for the bride

Sarvinum tondar tarugila

(Tamilian System of Marriage, p.19)

Poimaiyalarai padate Enthai
Pugalur padumin pulavirgal,

Ainthu Karathanai Anai Mugattanai

Immaiye tarum sorum Kooraiyum

Inthin ilampirai polum eyitranai

Ettalamidar kedalumam,

Nandhi magantanai gnana kkozhuntinai

Ammaiye Sivalogam alvatharku

Punthiyil vaittu adi potruginrene

Yathum iyuravu illaiye.

– Tirumoolar

– Sundarar
(In this song of Tirumantram, St. Tirumoolar invokes the blessings
of God Vigneswara, who is described as five handed and elephant-

17

headed.)
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19. The groom pays respect to his parents

20. The bride pays respect to her parents

(Tamilian System of Marriage, p.20)

(The Tamilian System of Marriage, pp. 20 – 21)

Appan nee, Ammai nee, Ayyanum nee,

Ammaiye, appa, Oppila maniye,

Anbudaia Mamanum Mamiyum nee,

Anbinil vilaintha aramuthe,

Oppudaia Matharum Onnporulum nee,

Poimmaiye perukki, pozhutinai churukkum

Oru kulamum Sutramum ore urum nee,

Puzhuttalai pulaiyanen tanakku

Tuippanavum Uippanavum totruvai nee,

Semmaiye aya Sivapatam alitha

Tunaiyay en nencham turappippai nee,

Selvame, Siva Perumane,

Ippon nee, im mani nee, im muthum nee,

Immaiye unnai Chikkenep pidithen

Iraivan nee, Erurntha Selvan neeye.

Engezhuntaruluvatu iniye.

– Manickavasagar

-Tirunavukkarasar
(In this song, St Manickavasagar similarly, calls God Siva his mother,
(In this song St. Tirunavukkarasar considers God Siva as his father,

father and nectar.)

mother, master, loving uncle and aunt and all that is worth having.)
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21. Giving away and receiving of bride

22. Yegyim – Raising the Fire

(The Tamilian system of Marriage, p.22)

(The Tamilian system of Mariage, p. 24)

Parents of the bride say:

The officiator sings the following:

I, …………..of ………do hereby, in the presence of relatives, elders

From the Siva Puranam

etc., give away my daughter Selvi* ………………….in marriage to

Namasivaya Vazhga! Nathan thal vazhga!

Selvan*……………..son of Thiru*…………………of………………

Imaippozhuthem en nenchil ningathan thal Vazhga!
Kogazhi anda gurumanithan thal vazhga!

Parents of the bridegroom:

Agamam agi ninru annipan thal vazgha!

I………………..of………………. do hereby, in the presence of

Egan angegan Iraivan adi Vazhga!

relatives, elders etc., consent to take Selvi …………….. daughter
of Thiru…………………..of……………………..in marriage to my son
Selvan………………………..

Thiru Agavan
Adaga MaduraiArase potri!
Kudal ilangu gurumani potri!

*Selvi - young woman

Then Tillai manrinul Adi potri!

*Selvan - young man

Inru enakku Aramudhu Anai potri!

*Thiru - Mister

Moova nanmarai muthalwa potri!
Sevar velkodi Sivane potri!
Minnar uruva Vigirtha potri!
Kal ner uritta Kaniye potri!
Kavai Kanag Kunre potri!
Ava enranakku arulai potri!
Maner nokki manala potri!
Vanagattu Amarar thaye potri!
Paridai Ainthai paranthai potri!

17

Niridal nangai nigazhnthai potri!
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Thiyidai moonrai tigazhnthai potri!

24. Sothie Sudare Soozholi vilakke

Valiyidai Irandai magizhnthai potri!

(Panniru Thirumurai Thirrattu, p.160/)

Veliyidai onrai vilainthai potri!
Thennadu udaiya Sivane potri!

Sothie Sudare Soozholi vilakke

Ennattavarkkum Iraiva potri!

Suri kuzhal Panai mulai madanthai

Potri Potri puyanga Peruman!

Pathiye Parane pal kol vennitrai

Potri Potri purana Karana!

Pangayathu Ayanum Mal ariya

Potri Potri jaya jaya potri!

– Manickavasagar

(In these lines St. Manickavasagar enumerates the divine,
supernatural, noble and heroic attributes of God Siva and makes
salutations to Him.)
23. After raising the sacred fire the following songs are sung:

Nithie, selva Tirupperunthurayil
Nirai malar Kurundham mevia seer
Athiye adiyen adarittu azhaittal
Athentuve enru arulaye.

--Manickavasagar

(In this song, St. Manickavasagar visualises God Siva as glow, flame,
light, having a maiden on his left half, and milk white ash-worn.)

Iru nilanai thiyagi neerum agi,
Iyamananai eriyum katrum agi,

25. Olivalar vilakke, ulappila onre,

Aru nilaya thingalai Gnayiru agi,
Agasamai atta murthi agi,

Olivalar vilakke, ulappila onre

Peru nalamum kutramum pennum anum

Unarvu Soozh Kadantha thor unarve,

Pirar uruvum tham uruvum thame agi, .

Theli valar palingin tiranmani kunre,

Nerunalaiyai Inragi nalai agi,

Sittattul tithikkum tene,

Nimir pun sadai adigal nintravare.-Thirunavukkarasar
(In this song, St. Tirunavukkarasar considers God Siva as manifesting
Himself as land, water, fire, air, ether, sun, moon, good, evil, man,
woman, time-past, present and future and what not.)
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Alivalar ullattu ananda kaniye,
Ambalam adu arangaga
Velivalar Deiva Kuthu uganthayai
Tondanen vilambuma vilumbe. -Tirumaligai Tevar
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(In this song, poet Tirumaligai Tevar describes God Siva as bright
light, a Crystal mountain, and as a blissful fruit.)
26. Consecrating the thali
(The Tamilian system of Marriage, pp. 27 – 28)
The officiator sings the following:

27. Vows of the groom and bride
(The Tamilian System of Marriage, pp. 28 – 30)
The solemn declaration of the bridegroom:
Respected elders and loving relatives, my humble salutations to all of you.
This day is a unique day of jubilation in my life. I consent with boundless joy
to take this good lady as my partner in life in your presence. In the domestic

Munril mani vilakku enalam

life, which blossoms in love, I will not part with this lady either in joy or sorrow,

Maruvu Muga nagai potri

and I promise to lead the ideal married life as enunciated in Tiruvalluvar’s

Onria mangala nanin

KURAL. I will concede to my partner all the rights pertaining to married life,

Oli potri ulagumbar

and will be lovingly devoted to her. “It is blissful if two lovers are mentally

Senru thozha Arul surakkum

united” – so says an old adage. I will always keep this in mind and live united

Sivagama Sundaritan

with my partner. This is certain. I pray to God to grant the boon that

Ninra tiru nilai potri

our married life be such as to invoke the praises of our parents and

Nilavu Tiruvadi potri

elders.

(In this song, among other things, the sacred thali of Goddess
Sivagama Sundari, the consort of Lord Nataraja of Chidambaram, is
praised in glowing terms.)

The solemn declaration of the bride:
My salutations to all the elders assembled here. With great joy, I
consent to take this young man as my life-partner in your presence.
I will conduct myself according to the wishes of my husband and
will be a suitable helpmate to him. In joy and sorrow I will not be
separated from him. I declare that I will so lead my life considering
his pleasures as mine and his welfare as that of my welfare. In my
married life I will be love-bound with my husband as prescribed in the
KURAL – the Tamil scripture. I pray to the almighty God to bestow His
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blessings on us, so that joy may prevail in our married life.
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28. Tying the thali

Peyarttum Avanukke Pichi anal,

(The Tamilian System of Marriage, p. 31)

Annaiyaiyum Attanaiyum anre nittal,
Aganral agalidattar Acharattai,

The officiator sings the following songs while the thali is being

Tannai maranthal tan namam kettal

tied:

Thalaippattal Nangai Talaivan tale.
– Thirunavukkarasar

Mannil nallavannam vazhalam vaigalum
Ennil nalla gadikku yathum ore kuraivillai,
Kannin nallakthurum kazhumala valanagar

(In this song, St. Tirunavukkarasar describes how a beautiful damsel

Pennin nallalodum perunthagai irunthathe – Sambandar

sick with the love of God Siva, first came to know of His name, then

(In this song St. Sambandar says that even as God Siva is in the

became mad after him, forsook her father and mother at once,

company of Goddess Parvati, men could live happily in this world.)

visualised His handsome form, came to know of his residence,
departed from the way of the world, forgot herself, renounced her
own name and finally became merged with him.)

Nanrudaiyanai, thiyathu illanai, narai velleru
Onrudaiyanai, Umai oru pagam udaiyanai.
Senradaiyatha Thiruvudaiyanai, chirappalli
Kunrudaiyanai Koora en ullam kulirume – Sambandar
(In this song, St. Sambandar describes God as being the embodiment
of all that is good, bereft of evil, having one white bull, having Uma
on his side and residing in the Tiruchirappalli Hill. To speak of Him
makes one’s mind peaceful.)
Munnam avanudaiya namam kettal,
Murthi avan Irukkum vannam kettal,
Pinnai Avanudaiya Arur kettal,
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29. Applying tilak (pottu, red dot)

30. Exchanging garlands

(The Tamilian System of Marriage, p.33)

The Tamilian System of Marriage, pp. 34 – 35)

The officiator sings:

The officiator sings:

Kalavam ser kazhikkanal

Kurumbai mu1ai malar Kuzhali konda tavam kandu

Kadir mutham kaIanthu engum

Kurippinodu senravaltan gunattinai nangu arindhu

Alavam ser anai vari

Virumbu varam Koduttavalai vettaruli seith a

.Konarndhu eriyum agan thurai vai

Vinnavarkon Kannutalon mevia oor vinavil

Nilavam ser nunnidaiya

Arumbaruge surumbaruva arupatham pann pad a

Nerizhaiyal avalodum

Ani mayilgal nadamadum Arisilin thenkarai mel

Tilakam ser natriyinar

Karumbaruge Karunguva1ai Kann valarum Kazhani

Tiruvettakkudiyare

– Sambandar

Kamalangal muga malarum Kalayanallur Kane – Sundarar’

(In this song, St. Sambandar says that God Siva, with tilak in his

(In this song, St. Sundarar says that God Siva satisfied with the

forehead and Uma by his side, resides in Tiruvettakkudi, a hamlet 51⁄2

penance done by Uma, granted her desires and ultimately married

miles from Karaikkal in South India.)

her. He resides in Kalayanallur, a city renowned for its scenic
beauties and natural surroundings, two miles from Kumbakonam in
South India).
Enrum inbam perugum iyalbinal
Onru Kathalittu ullamum Ongida
Manrular adiyaravar Von pugazh
Ninrathengum nilavi ulagelam

– Sekkizhar

(In this concluding verse of Periapuranam, Poet Sekkizhar invokes
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the blessings of God Nataraja of Chidambaram, so that joy and
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love be widespread and the excellence of the devotees be widely
known.)

32 Saptapati (Walking round the pundal)
(The Tamilian system of Marriage, pp. 37 – 38)

31. Tying the pattam.
(The Tamilian System of Marriage, p.36)

The Officiator sings:
Agan amarntha anbinarai aru pagai setru
Aymbulanum Adakki gnanam

The officiator sings:

Pugaludaiyor tammullap pundarigathu

Patta netriar pal mathi Kitrinar

Ullirukkum Puranar Koil,

Nattam aduvar nallirul emamum .

Tagavudai nir manittalattu sangula vark

Chittanar then Paraitturai Selvanar ,I,

Kam tigazha salasa tiyul

Ittama irupparai arivare.

– Tirunavukkarasar

(In this song, St. Tirunavukkarasar describes God Siva, having his
temple in Paraitturai, as having a pattam in his forehead, having a
crescent in his matted locks and dancing in the midnight.)

Migavudaiya pungumalar poriyatta
Manam seyyum Mizhalaiyame.

– Sambandar

(In this song, St. Sambandar goes into ecstasy over the beautiful
scenes of land and water in Tiruvizhimizhalai, a fertile village in
Tanjavur District in South India. There is a lovely pond there with
crystal water and red lotus flowers blossom in it. They look like
glowing fire. On the bank of the pond pungu trees with white flowers
(resembling pori - fried rice) grow in abundance. By a draught of
the wind these flowers fall in the red lotus flowers in the pond. This
appears like throwing pori in the fire and performing the marriage.)
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33. Invoking Divine Blessings

34. Giving the holy offerings to the bridal couple

(The Tamilian System of Marriage, p. 41)

(The Tamilian System of Marriage, p. 44)

The officiator sings:
Ariru tandathol vazhga! Arumugam vazhga! Verpai

The officiator sings:

Kooru sei tanivel vazhga! Kukkudam vazhga! Sevvel
Eria manjai vazhga! Yanai tan anangu vazhga!

Mannil Nallavannam Vazhalam, Vaigalum

Marila Velli vazhga! vazhga seer adiyar ellam.

Ennil Nalla gadhikku yathum ore kuraivillai;
Kannin nallakthurum Kazhumala valanagar

(In this song, an earnest desire is expressed for the long life of the

Pennin Nallalodum Perunthagai irunthathe.

twelve hands and six heads of God Murugan, His weapon, Vel, His

– Sambandar

banner, cock, His vehicle, peacock, His consorts, Deivayanai and
Velli, and lastly his devotees).

(In this song, St. Sambandar says that even as God Siva is in the
company of Goddess Uma, men could live happily in this world.)

Van mugil vazhathu peiga! malivalam surakka! mannan
Kon murai arasu seiga! Kuraiyilathu uyirgal vazhga!

Vazhga anthanar Vanavar aninam;

Naan marai arangal onga! natravam velvi malga !

Veezhga tannpunal ; Vendanum Vonguga;

Menmai Kol Saiva nithi vilanguga Ulagam ellam.

Azhga tiyadu elIam; Aran namame

– Saiva Ellappa Navalar

Suzhaga; vaiyagamum tuyar tirgave.

– Sambandar

(Let the monsoons be unfailing! Let there be fertility! Let the King’s
rule be upright! Let all living beings lead a comfortable life! Let the

(Long live virtuous savants, celestials and cows! Let monsoons be

ethics enunciated by the four Vedas prosper! Let good penance and

unfailing! Let the King prosper! Let all bad things perish! Let God’s

sacrifice thrive! Let the Saiva doctrine spread all over the world!)

name resound in the air! Let sorrow be wiped out of the world !)
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35. (Pinaki Illathe)

36. Parodu Vinnay

(Transliteration from Divine Life Society Prayer Book, p 126)

(Panniru Thirumurai Thirrattu, p. 158/9)

Pinakkilaadhe Perundhurai Peru Maanun Namangal

Parodu Vinnay Parandha embarana

Pehsuvaarku

Patru nan matru ilan kanday

Inakkilaade Thohr Inbameh Varum Thunbameh

Seerodu polivay sivaburath tharasa

Thudaithembiraan

Thirupperum dhuraiyurai Sivana

Unaakkilaade Thohr Vitthu Mehl Vlai Yaamal Yen Vinai

Yarodu nogan arkkeduthu uraikkan

Otthapin

Anda nee arulilai yanal

Kanakkkilaa Thiru Kohlam Ne Vandhu Kaatinaai Kazhuk

Varkadal ulagil vazhgilan kanday

Kunrileh.

Varuga enru arul puriyaya

(Thou mighty Lord of peaceful Perunthurai!

(Oh! Transcendent One extending through both earth and heaven!

Unequalled Bliss to those who speak thy names!

Ever bright with glory! The King of Sivaloka! The Lord Siva presiding

My Lord who wipest all the griefs that come!

at Thiruperunthurai! I do not have a prop other than you. Having

When both my ‘deeds’ of good and evil are

adopted me as your bond-slave, You have not conferred Your grace on

Viewed alike with equipoise so that

me. To whom shall I appeal about this? To whom shall I intimate my

The fertile seeds should not in future sprout,

grievances? I shall not live on this earth apart from you. Be therefore

Thou comest and showest Thy sacred, unmeasured

gracious to bid me to go to you.)

Beautiful Form upon the Kazhukunram!)
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37. Tharikkilan Gaya Vazhkkai

38. Muthineri

(Panniru Thirumurai Thirrattu, p.150/1)

(Panniru Thirumurai Thirrattu, p.166/7)

Tharikkilan gaya vazhkkai sankara potri!

Muthineri ariyadha moorkkarodu muyalvanai

Vana viruthana potri!

Pathineri arivithu Pazhavinaigal parumvannam

Engal vidalaiya potri!

Sithamalam aruvithu chivamakki enaiyanda

Oppil oruthana potri!

Athan enakku aruliyavaru arperuvar achova.

Umbar thambiran potri!
Thillai niruthana potri!

(Oh! Wonder! My Lord has taken, into His service, me, who does not

Engal ninmala potri!. Potri!

know which is the road to Salvation and thus bound down to ruin by
performing evil deeds; has installed in me the means of pious love;

(Hail! Sankara (Dispenser of Bliss!) Hail! The Oldest in Sivaloka!

has released me from the Anavamala after putting to an end all the

Hail; Our youngest youth appearing to extricate us from affliction!

fruits of my old deeds; and has transformed me as His own self. Who

Hail! Matchless One! Hail! The Lord of Devas! Hail! Dancer at Thillai

else can have this kind of benediction bestowed on me?

(Chidambaram). Hail! Our Supreme God! I would not put up with this
bodily life!)
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39. Vazhvavathu

40 Solaal Varung Kutram

(Panniru Thirumurai Thirratu, p. 134/5)

(Mystic Treasures, p. 176)

Vazhvavadu mayam idhu

Sollaal Varung Kutram Sinthanayaal

Mannavadhu thinnam

Varun Thôdam, Saythe

Pazh povadhu piravik kadal

Pollaathe Thee vinay Paarvaiyir Paavangal

Pasinoy seydha paridhan

Puniye Nool

Thaza dharma seymin thadam

Allaathe Kêlviyay Kêtidum Theengugal

Kannan mala ronum

Aayevu Matru

Keezh mal ura ninran thiru

Yellaa Pizhayum Poruttharulvaai

Kadharam eneera

Kachi Yêgambanê

(Oh! The Dwellers of the world! To deem that this body, which suffers

(The defaults of speech, thoughts, evils done, the sins of seeing,

hunger and disease, is eternal, is utter falsehood. That this becomes

the evil of questioning against scriptures of virtue, Forgive all such

concealed is true. The Ocean of birth will therefore have to be dried

faults, O Kandi Eliamba)

up. On that account without wasting your time perform the righteous
good expeditiously. Utter the name of Ketharam, the shrine of the
Lord, who stood to be explored, by the big-eyed Vishnu and lotus
seated Brahma, the earth as well as up above the sky.)
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G

lossary

A
Abishegam – ritual bath – washing a murthi or religious symbol in milk, honey and rose water
Advaitism - (Non-dualism: the belief that God is within the individual and on death, the athman merges once more with
Brahman. The individual does not have a separate existence. Vedic Religion, Vaisnavism, Saivism, Shakthism and Yoga
and Meditation are advaitistic (non-dualistic)
Agal – small clay lamp
Alayam – temple
Amavaasai – the darkest night before the new moon/that half of the month during which the moon wanes
Ammikal – grindstone
Arasanikal – forked branch or tree (arasu, al), pot for tree
Archanay – offerings that are taken into the temple
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C

Asura – demon (Mahishasura, Naragasooran etc.)
Athman – God within the individual, soul
Avatar – incarnation.

B
Balipeedam – the altar at the end of the mandapam
Bhagavad Gita – that section of the Mahabharatha in which Krishna
reveals himself as God and explains the meaning of dharma to Arjuna.
Bhajans – a congregational gathering that chants the names of
deities. Kirtans – songs sung at bhajans.

Cardinal Points – North and East are auspicious because they
are connected with the rising sun and the growing sun. In India,
the sun appears to be moving North in summer. In South Africa,
the sun appears to move South in summer. Nevertheless Tamils
in South Africa still regard the North as auspicious and the South
as inauspicious. West and South are inauspicious because they
represent darkness – night and Winter.
Chana – chickpea flour.
Chitra Paruvam Kavadi – Kavadi performed in the first month of the
Tamil year.
Chitirai – the first month in the Tamil calendar mid-April to mid-May

D

Bhakthi – love of God.
Brahma – The God of Creation and Knowledge, one of the trinity with
Vishnu and Shiva.
Brahman – The Ultimate Reality which is formless and ineffable. Also
referred to as Sanatana Dharma (the Eternal Law), Paramathman,
The Eternal Unconscious.

Deeparathanay - turning the clay lamp or the brass tray clockwise three
times before deities as a form of obeisance, over objects as a blessing.
Deeparathanay from deepum (light) and arathanay (rotate) Holding the
thoobekaal with saambraani or the thaambaalim with lit camphor and
turning it clockwise three times before the deity, the pillaiyar, the kalasam
or over the food and anything that has to be blessed.
Deepavalli (Divali)/ also Luxmi Pooja.
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Three explanations for the festival of lights
1.
It is celebrated by North Indians to commemorate Rama’s
defeat of Ravana, the demon king of Lanka, and his return
from exile with Sita and Lakshman to Ayodhya.
2.
Luxmi Pooja is celebrated by all. It is the day when Luxmi
visits the home. Lamps are lit all over the home to dispel
darkness. Luxmi, Goddess of Wealth, will not enter a home
that is dark .
3.
The Andras (Telugu-speaking Indians)commemorate the
victory of Krishna over Naragasooran, the demon.

remover of obstacles who must be propitiated first in any ceremony
in order to ensure an auspicious outcome.

Devayanai – first consort of Muruga

Guna – ego, personality traits.

Dharma – virtuous action, which is the duty of every one seeking
freedom from ignorance and karma. Law, one’s purpose in life

Guru – spiritual guide and teacher, holy man.

Garagam – brass vessel, same as kalasam. It is carried during the
Garagam prayers to make supplication to Marieamman for protection
from infectious diseases.
Ghee – clarified butter
Gopuram – entrance gateway tower of a temple.

H

Dhal – Lentils
Dvaitism (Dualism: the belief that each individual soul exists
separately from Brahman and retains its individuality after death.)
Bhakthi worship of the Hare Krishnas and Saiva Siddhantas is
dvaitistic (dualistic). God (Lord Krishna) and the devotee are two
separate entities.

G

Hare Krisna – seeking salvation through love and devotion to Lord
Krishna. This is bhakthi worship that does not lead to union of athman
and paramathman. It is dualistic.
Havan samagri (netrpori) – mixture of sandalwood chips, sesame
seeds and ghee used to feed the fire in the fire-raising ceremony.

K

Gando/Moodevi – bad luck
Ganesha (Vigneshwara, Maha-Ganapaty) – first son of Shiva,

Kalasam – brass vessel.
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Kalavu Manam – marriage contracted between two persons bound by
love.

Kolli – clay pot with three holes forming a crescent, used at a
funeral

Kamatchi – another name for Shakthi, Marieamman.

Kovil, koil – temple

Kamba Ramayanam – Tamil version of the story of Rama and Sita
written by Kamban.

Krishna – the eighth avatar of Vishnu

Kanganam – small sticks made of turmeric paste provide protection
for the couple during the wedding ceremony.
Kanji – porridge made of rice and rice flour/mealie meal for garagam
prayers.
Karma – action influenced by worldly considerations
Karmathi – sixteenth day ceremony after a funeral. After the
ceremony the bereaved family breaks its fast. The members may
consume meat, fish, eggs etc. They have been vegetarians since
the funeral.

Kunkum – red powder used for decoration of lamps, coconuts etc. A
red dot on the forehead represents the third eye.
Kuthuvillaku – tall standing lamp

L
Lanka – Sri Lanka, the realm of Ravana, the Demon King.
Lingam – Phallic symbol of fertility.
Luxmi – Consort of Vishnu, Goddess of wealth and education.

Karpu Manam – marriage contracted before relatives and the
community.
Kavadi – small wooden arch carried on the shoulder as a sacrifice to
Muruga to propitiate him and seek his protection from misfortune.
Kolcutté – semolina balls

M
Maalay – garland
Mahabharatha – the epic describing the conflict between the
Pandavas and the Kauravas.
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Manam – marriage coming together.

Mayil – peacock

Manavar Manram – An Institution in Madras for regulating marriage
rituals.

Meditation – seeking union with Brahman through concentration on
the athman

Manavarai – bridal seat.

Minji – toe ring

Mandapam – portico leading to the shrines of the temple: used for
congregational gatherings.

Moksha – Grace (freedom, reunion with the Ultimate Reality. It
signifies the release of the athman from karma and earthly bonds).

Manickavacakar – author of the Thiruvachakam (a book of songs
to Lord Siva).

Mokshadeepum – tenth day ceremony after a funeral – to release
the athman.

Manjal – yellow.

Mug/Mung dhal – green lentils.

Manjathool – turmeric powder.

Mulasthanum – niche for a murthi in the temple shrines

Manjakombu – same as kanganam, sticks of turmeric paste.

Murthi – statue, icon, image of a deity.

Mantiram – manthra, chant, hymn

Muruga – Second son of Shiva, God of War. He carries a spear (vel)
and rides a peacock.

Margashi – ninth month of the Tamil Calendar, a month of pilgrimage to all
the temples.
Marieamman – the Rain Goddess, an avatar of Shakthi.
Maya – worldy reality, which represents illusion because it is
mistaken for the ultimate reality.

N
Nallangu -- rites to purify the bride and groom performed in their
separate homes by relatives just before they leave for the wedding
venue. The cheeks are smeared with santhanam (sandalwood paste
and turmeric), deeparathanay is performed and a dot of kunkum is put
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on the forehead.
Naragasooran – the evil demon who was destroyed by Lord Krishna.
(Naragam = Hell, Asura = Demon)
Navagiragam – (Nava – nine, giragam – planets) The ceremony to
propiate the deities of the days of the week and the eclipses of the
sun and the moon.
Netrpori – (netr – fire, pori – rice) same as havan samagri, used to
feed the fire in fire raising ceremonies.
Nirguna – formless, ineffable, without attributes.

P
Paal abishegam – ritual bathing with milk
Pandal – area demarcated for a ceremony and consecrated
Panigrahanam – the bridal procession around the bridal seat
Panjaanggam – the astrological almanac. The name comes from
panja (five) denoting the five main areas controlled by the stars time, date, month, eclipse of the sun, eclipse of the moon. Planetary
conjunctions and events are recorded in the panjaanggam. Poosaris
consult it to give guidance about auspicious and inauspicious times

Panj’amartham – a concoction of the juices of five fruits used for
bathing murthis in the temple and deities during the Navagiragam
Paramathman – Brahman, the Ultimate Reality, the Nirguna
Brahman, formless and ineffable.
Paruvam – Full Moon/that half of month during which the moon
waxes
Pattam – a tiny flat gold fillet with holes on the sides for attaching
thread. A pattam is tied to the forehead of the bride and to the
forehead of the groom. It symbolises the recognition by the families
of the status and authority of the bridal couple as a new branch of
the family tree.
Prasadum – consecrated food.
Pillaiyar – the cone of turmeric paste used to represent the Ultimate
Reality which is seen in the form of Ganesha (Vigneshwara).
Pongal – Harvest festival at which rice boiled in milk is consecrated
and consumed.
Pooja, Poojay, Puja, Poosay, Pusay – prayer ceremony involving
the lighting of the lamp, incense sticks, breaking a coconut,
deeparathanay and consumption of prasadum.
Pooram – Full Moon/that half of month during which the moon
waxes
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Poosari, Pujari – priest, officiator (Poosari from Poosay).

Purushan – husband, bridegroom.

R

Pori – fried rice.
Potri – hail.

Ramayana – the epic that describes the banishment of Rama and
Sita, their exile and return to Ayopdhya.

Potri mantra – praise verse.
Pottu – red dot of kunkum on forehead, same as tilak.

Ravana – King of Lanka, the powerful demon King who abducted
Sita and was destroyed by Rama.

Powrnami – Full Moon/that half of the month during which the
moon waxes

S

Prakrti – Energy represented by the female consorts of deities.
Shakthi represents Supreme Energy.

Saambraani – (Lobhan) – banzoin, rocky incense

Pulley – tamarind.

Saguna Brahman – God with attributes; the attributes are
symbolised by deities. They represent a transcendent reality.

Puraanaa – Scriptures containing stories of the Gods.
Purrattaasi – the sixth month of the Tamil calendar (midSeptember to mid-October) set aside for fasting, it is dedicated to
Lord Venketeswara, an avatar of Vishnu, and teaches people to
commiserate with the poor and to cleanse their bodies.
Purusha – Knowledge represented by male deities. Supreme
Knowledge is Brahman.

Saivism – seeking salvation through love and devotion to Lord
Shiva. This is bhakthi worship that leads to union of athman and
paramathman. It is non-dualistic.
Samsara – the cycle of birth and rebirth, reincarnation, from which
the athman is seeking release.
Sanathana Dharma – the Eternal Law (Brahman).
Sangam Marriage – a simple marriage ceremony.
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Santhanam – sandalwood paste.

Sumangali – married woman (not a widow).

Saptapati – the bridal couple walks around the bridal seat.

Suryan – the Sun God.

Sarasvathi – Goddess of Education and Music.

Swami Vivekananda – The foremost disciple of Parahamsa
Ramakrishnan of the Ramakrishna Mission. He is a guru and scholar
who has written extensively about the Hindu religion.

Sari – the long cloth that Indian women drape around their bodies.
Saroosathi – the tray in which water mixed with lime and turmeric
turns blood red. Deeparathanay is performed with the saroosathi
before the bridal couple. This is to combat the evil eye.
Shakthi – Supreme Energy and Power that activates the universe,
The Mother Goddess.
Shakthism – seeking salvation through love and devotion to
Shakthi. This is bhakthi worship that leads to union of athman and
paramathman. It is non-dualistic.
Shiva, Siva, Sivan – Destroyer of karma and bringer of grace
(release from reincarnation). Siva belongs to the trinity of supreme
Gods, with Brahma and Vishnu.
Sillappadikaram – The story of Kovilan and Kanagi written by
Ilango.
Sombu – a small brass water vessel.
Soji – semolina cooked with ghee and milk.

T
Tal/Til – sesame seeds.
Thaambaalim – a round brass tray used in prayer ceremonies.
Thai – Tenth month of the Tamil calendar – mid – Jan to mid - Feb.
Thai Poosam Kavadi – Kavadi Festival held in the tenth month.
Thali/Manglasutram – A thali is the cord that a married woman wears.
It is threaded with gold beads at the centre. Some of the beads are
ornamental. The main ornament represents the emblem of the clan into
which the bride is marrying. Two elongated beads represent Ganesha and
are for protection. In the old days the cord was made of cotton and was
rubbed with turmeric powder to keep it yellow. Nowadays a gold chain has
replaced the cord and does not need to be rubbed with turmeric powder.
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Thevaram – a collection of hymns and prayers by three Nayanmars (Tamil
Saints); Thiru Gnanasambandar, Thiru Navukarrasar, Sundaramurthi.
Thevasham – one year ceremony after a funeral.
Thinoor – ash. Same as vibhuthi Horizontal stripes across the
forehead indicate a devotee of Shiva. Vertical stripes, a devotee of
Vishnu.

Siva.

U,
Upanishads, Vedanta – the end of the Vedas, philosophical
explorations of the Ultimate and Transcendent Realities.

Thiri – wick.
Thirukurral – A collection of wise sayings in alphabetical order
written by Thiru Valluvar.
Thirunavukkarasar – A Tamil Saint, co-author of the Thevaram.
Thiru Gnanasambandar – A Tamil Saint, co-author of the Thevaram.
Thirumurai – A compilation of holy writings
Thiruvachakam – A collection of songs and prayers to Lord Siva
written by Manickavachakar.
Thoobekal – a double clay lamp.
Thozi mapulè – bride’s brother.
Tilak – red dot on forehead (pottu, kunkum).
Tiruvilayadal Puranam – a book of sacred stories about Lord

V
Vahanam – vehicle of a deity -- Muruga’s peacock, Ganesha’s rat,
Vishnu’s eagle, Durga’s tiger.
Vaiku-arasi – food for the departed.
Vaisnavism – seeking salvation through love and devotion to
Vishnu. This is bhakthi worship and leads to union of athman and
paramathman. It is non-dualistic.
Veda – Scriptures containing formularies for ritual worship.
Vel – spear, the symbol of Lord Muruga.
Venketeswara – An avatar of Lord Vishnu whose suffering
and starvation led to the practice of fasting during the month of
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purrataassi.

Yelle – sesame seeds

Vibhuthi – ash.

Yetu – ceremony performed on the eighth day after a funeral, after
which the bereaved resume their normal duties

Villaku – lamp.
Viratham – Vow, Fast, a period during which a devotee may not
consume meat and meat products, eggs, fish etc

Yoga (Union) – discipline of the body and mind leading to spiritual knowledge

Vishnu, Preserver of Life – one of the trinity of Supreme Gods with
Brahma and Shiva
Velli (Valli) – second consort of Muruga.

W
Woothebathi – incense sticks
Worral – stamper, mortar and pestle

Y
Yegyim, Havan, Yagna – the Fire Raising Ceremony
Yegyo – the fire pot used in the yegyim
Yellan thunneer – water with sesame seeds
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